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The Joint Committee on Government and Finance:

In compliance with the provisions of the West Virginia Code, Chapter 4, Article 2, as amended, we
conducted a post audit of Bureau of Child Support Enforcement (BCSE). This report is limited in scope
and includes all programmatic activities of the BCSE centering on the collection, documenting and
disbursement of child and spousal support payments during state fiscal year 2010. Certain expenditures
and support related activities conducted by BCSE are calculated or conducted on the basis of the federal
fiscal year. Accordingly, we audited such expenditures and activities for federal fiscal year 2010
(October 1, 2009 – September 30, 2010). Also, we conducted audit procedures for the period of July 1,
2011 through February 29, 2012 related to the use of state-owned vehicles assigned to BCSE. A prior
report on the general administration of the BCSE, including personnel and general expenditures, and
other aspects of the BCSE related to the administration of the agency, was previously presented to the
Post Audits Subcommittee on January 10, 2011. This audit was undertaken at the behest of the
Legislative Auditor.
We have conducted our audit in accordance with Generally Accepted Government Auditing Standards
except for the organizational independence impairment discussed in the Objectives and Methodologies
section. Our audit disclosed certain findings which are detailed in this report. Findings that were
deemed inconsequential to the financial operations of the agency were discussed with management.
Bureau of Child Support Enforcement management has responded to the audit findings; we have
included the responses at the end of the report.

Respectfully submitted,

Stacy L. Sneed, CPA, CICA, Director
Legislative Post Audit Division
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WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Finding 1

Bank Account Reconciliations
The BCSE does not perform complete reconciliations of its J.P. Morgan Chase
(JPMC) Operating and Manual Processing accounts. The BCSE’s reconciliation
procedures for these accounts do not include reconciling to the bank
statements, nor do they include reconciling end-of-period book balances to
bank balances for any given period of time—monthly or otherwise. In addition,
no reconciliations or even reviews of bank statements were performed on the
BB&T accounts during state fiscal year (SFY) 2010, which apparently resulted in
the BCSE being unaware of three erroneous charges totaling $281.94.
Approximately $212 million was receipted and disbursed through the JPMC
bank accounts during SFY 2010. The month ending balances in these two
accounts during fiscal year 2010 averaged approximately $19.5 million. There
was very little disbursement and receipts activity in the BB&T accounts during
SFY 2010; however, the BB&T operating and manual processing accounts held
on average approximately $1.87 million and $707,000.00, respectively, during
SFY 2010.
Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with the STO’s Outside Bank Accounts Policies
and Procedures manual and W.V. Code §5A-8-9. We also recommend that
reconciliation and review procedures be performed for all bank accounts
regardless of the level of activity contained within the accounts. We further
recommend BSCE consider the feasibility of upgrading their accounting records
so practical account information can be efficiently accessed so as to permit the
performance of complete bank account reconciliations, including reconciliation
of account balances from bank ledgers to the bank account balances reflected in
BCSE records.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.

Finding 2

Commingled Bank Accounts
The BCSE maintains two bank accounts with JP Morgan Chase (JPMC) bank as
follows: The “Operating” account is used for the receipt and distribution of
regular child/spousal support payments and the “Manual Processing” account is
used for transactions other than the typical receipt and disbursement of
child/spousal support. During our audit we noted there were no records
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maintained by BCSE that indicated the source of monies held in the accounts
and, consequently, we were unable to determine if monies were deposited in a
manner that conformed to the designated purpose for each account. Also,
during fiscal years 2009 and 2010 $2.5 million was transferred from the manual
processing account to the operating account resulting in a commingling of
manual processing monies with operating monies.
Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
W.V. Code §5A-8-9. We further recommend the BCSE develop and implement
accounting records that document the source and nature of funds held in each
of their bank accounts. We also recommend the BCSE develop internal controls
whereas the segregation of manual processing monies from operating monies is
maintained. Given the significance of the monies processed and held in the
accounts, we believe it would be prudent for the BCSE to consider developing
accounting procedures that meet basic, widely accepted standards of
accountability in documenting the source and the character of the deposits held
in its bank accounts.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Finding 3

Unsupported Transfers Totaling $1,557,064.
The West Virginia State Tax Department intercepts state tax refunds for
taxpayers who owe arrearages and deposits these monies into BCSE’s Support
Enforcement Program Fund (Fund 5075). During fiscal year 2010, DHHR made
five transfers totaling $1,557,064 from Fund 5075 to DHHR’s General
Administration Federal Funds account (Fund 8722). However, BCSE and the
DHHR were unable to provide us with adequate supporting documentation
justifying these transfers. Further, BCSE could not provide documentation
showing an adequate audit trail in order for us to determine if the monies
where properly allocated.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the DHHR and the BCSE comply with W. V. Code §48-18-105, as
amended, and ensure there are adequate supporting documentation necessary
to justify the transfers of State tax refunds to the State’s federal funds account.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
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Finding 4

Recordkeeping & Collection Procedures for BCSE Accounts Receivables
We noted BCSE records do not sufficiently document and track accounts
receivables; therefore, we were unable to determine the amount of outstanding
receivables. However, in March 2008, the BCSE wrote off as uncollectable
approximately $1.87 million in receivables that originated within a three-year
period of 1995 through 1997. We noted the BCSE repayment procedures do not
fully employ adequate measures permissible under Federal and State laws and
guidelines to effectively recoup receivables.
Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-15-105, as amended, and
§48-14-404, as amended. We also recommend BCSE employ those collection
methods permitted by the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement’s Action
Transmittal 97-13 and clarified in their Policy Interpretation Question PIQ-02-01.
Finally, we recommend the BCSE implement a comprehensive procedure that
ensures appropriate record keeping.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.

Finding 5:

Inadequate Documentation Policies
In 26 of the 115 cases we tested for proper and complete documentation, we
noted one or more instances where documents either were missing,
incomplete, or unauthorized. Also, we noted instances in which notations of
actions taken were not made to case files. Assuming our test results for our
sample are reflective of the entire population of approximately 281,000 closed
and current support cases, we estimated approximately 60,000 cases will have
at least one pertinent document not included in the case files.
Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
the Code of Federal Regulations Title 45 Section 302.15 and ensure the BCSE
implement adequate documentation policies and internal controls governing
the maintenance, administration, and monitoring of these case files. Also, we
recommend the BCSE ensure all computerized systems relied upon to serve as a
case system of record include the final authorized version of any documents
generated. Finally, we recommend the BCSE review their document retention
schedule to reflect the addition of new information systems since this schedule
was last revised in November of 2005.
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Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.
Finding 6

Inadequate Monitoring of PSI Contract
BCSE did not adequately monitor the contract of vendor, Policy Studies Inc. (PSI)
during our audit period. PSI did not provide required financial documents to the
BCSE and BCSE also did not maintain sufficient documentation to support
meetings conducted, and, has not notified the vendor in writing of problem
areas (through an “Alert Letter”) since 2007. Without adequate documentation
of contract monitoring, the risk of terms not being met increases. Also, due to
inadequate monitoring, during federal fiscal year 2007 incentives were overpaid
to PSI by $50,662. In addition, due to lack of records, we were unable to
determine if some incentives and penalties were correctly calculated resulting in
our inability to confirm if amounts paid PSI based on these calculations were
correct.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend BCSE monitor vendor performance and ensure correct amounts
are paid to PSI. We also recommend BCSE pursue collection of the $50,662.
Finally, we recommend the BCSE clarify the ambiguous language as reflected in
Section 3.2.5 of the contract regarding the amount of annual collections.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.

Finding 7

Lack of Adequate Adjustment Processes
We noted the following exceptions related to the BCSE’s adjustment process as
follows: (1) The BCSE’s Disbursement Unit (DU) does not currently have
comprehensive written procedures governing the process of pulling checks or
the process of writing checks payable to the BCSE from the BCSE in order to
accomplish an adjustment to a case; (2) Adjustments effectuated by the
preparation of checks payable to the BCSE from the BCSE creates, in effect, an
artificial disbursement booked in the accounting records; (3) When adjustments
are either performed by pulling checks written to a caretaker (CT), or checks are
written by the BCSE payable to the BSCE, it is necessary to subsequently void
these checks. Rather than deface the checks and maintain them in the records,
the BCSE’s procedure calls for shredding these checks. However, the DU did not
maintain copies of these shredded checks. During state fiscal year 2009, the
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amount of pulled checks totaled approximately $580,000 and checks written to
BCSE by BCSE in order to adjust case balances totaled approximately $1,800.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended. We
recommend the BCSE develop and document detailed and comprehensive
procedures covering all facets of the adjustment process. We recommend the
BCSE coordinate with DHHR-MIS to implement an adjustment process within
the OSCAR system that eliminates the need to create faux disbursements in
order to accomplish some account adjustments. Finally, we recommend such
checks be properly voided and these checks either be maintained, or such
checks be scanned prior to their destruction.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Finding 8

Funds Not Seized
The BCSE is not seizing all available amounts to satisfy arrearages. The BCSE
currently has available to it the Financial Institution Data Match (FIDM) method.
This method allows for the BCSE to initiate seizure of assets held by Noncustodial Parents (NCP). These assets could be assets/moneys held in bank
accounts, brokerage accounts, or other types of financial accounts. We noted
during our testing of procedures related to enforcement, in six cases the BCSE
did not attempt to seize funds that would have resulted in the collection of
$4,180.75 in support arrearages.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with West Virginia Code 48-18-105, as
amended, and ensure that methods as allowed by West Virginia Code 48-18-124
are implemented. Also, we recommend the BCSE pursue collections of
arrearages owed to its clients and the state from available balances as noted by
the OSCAR system.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.

Finding 9:

Inadequate Procedures Governing the Enforcement of Liens

Condition:

We tested 200 support cases and noted BCSE had liens imposed on NCPs for 63
of these cases as a means to collect support arrearages. We noted seven of
these cases had eight liens (one case had two liens imposed) that were not
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removed promptly after the arrearages were satisfied. These liens have
remained active an average of 823 days after the satisfaction of the support
arrearages. Only one lien was released as of 06/18/2012, the last date of
auditor verification. For the seven liens that were not released, the last
verification date was used to calculate the number of days the liens remained
active after satisfaction of support arrearage.
Auditor’s Recommendation

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-1-234, §48-1-235,
§48-14-211, and §48-14-305, as amended, and develop internal controls
that ensure liens are released promptly after arrearages and interest are
paid.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Finding 10

Monitoring of Accounts Maintained with BB&T

Condition:

We noted both Branch Banking and Trust (BB&T) accounts maintained by the
BCSE had not been effectively monitored or controlled. During state fiscal year
2010, the operating and manual processing accounts maintained with BB&T
held on average approximately $1.87 million and $0.71 million, respectively. The
bulk of the approximately $200 million dollars of receipts were processed
through the accounts maintained with JPMC. We noted:


There was no valid contractual agreement specifying the purpose or use of
these bank accounts;



There was no documented agreement in effect regarding the rate to be
charged by BB&T for conducting support records research;



Service charges assessed for these accounts were not itemized and could
not be recalculated.

Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-102, as amended, and
with the West Virginia Purchasing Handbook. We recommend the BCSE ensure
that all future expenditures are made through valid legal contracts when
deemed appropriate by West Virginia Code and by policies promulgated by the
West Virginia Purchasing Division.
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Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Finding 11:

Monitoring of State-Owned Vehicles.

Condition:

The BCSE is not maintaining adequate documentation or control over its state
owned vehicles. We noted per our review the following exceptions related to
the use of State Vehicles:
 Mileage logs were not maintained for any of the seven (7) vehicles leased to
BCSE.
 The BCSE/DHHR did not validate drivers’ licenses prior to allowing employees
to operate state-owned vehicles.
 One vehicle did not have the required State decal. All new vehicles (model
year 2011 or newer) are required by Legislative rule to be marked with either
the seal of the State of West Virginia or the seal or the insignia of the state
agency.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE/DHHR comply with all the DOA Legislative Rules and
require the use of mileage logs for state-owned vehicles, periodically validate
driver’s licenses of employees prior to allowing them to operate state-owned
vehicles, and ensure that state-owned vehicle decals are attached on those
vehicles that are required to have such decals.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.

Finding 12

PayConnexion Receipts not Adequately Tracked.
The BCSE did not receive adequate documentation of amounts applied to their
bank account. We noted the following exceptions:


All of the transactions tested involving the Pay Connexion service used by
JPMC to process support payments made by credit card, debit card, echecks, and other electronic payment methods could not be traced due to
missing documentation.



The BCSE did not receive adequate documentation of the composition of
credits applied to their main JPMC operating account totaling approximately
$2.5 million dollars over a two (2) month period.
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Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
ensure bank contract terms require bank statements with sufficient details
necessary to disclose the source of all receipts.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Finding 13

Missing Documentation
The BCSE currently uses a process that included both optional and mandatory
referrals. Optional referrals are those in which one (or both) parties requests
the services of the BCSE using either an application printed from the Internet or
one prepared with the help of the caseworker during an interview at a field
offices. Mandatory referrals are those made by another state agency, such as
the Bureau of Children and Families (BCF), in which one of the parties has
received some type of assistance through the agency. In these cases, the state
will refer the cases using interfaces between each agency’s information systems.
We have noted the following exceptions regarding this process below:
 We noted for 15 of the 320 cases tested were not supported by an
application or referral.
 We noted after review, 35 of 248 IV-A1 cases showed the case initiation date
was significantly before the referral date per the RAPIDS system. When
projected this equals approximately 18,132 cases in the OSCAR system.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18- 105, as amended, and
ensure documentation necessary to determine if support orders and
applications/referrals were inputted in a timely manner are maintained. Also,
we recommend the BCSE comply with Title 45, Part 303, Section 02, Subpart b
of the Code of Federal Regulations and ensure records are maintained
documenting applications have been entered within 20 days as required.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.

1

IV-A cases refer to Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). These cases are referred by the Bureau of Children and Families (BCF) as
a result of a TANF applicant having a need to establish a support order. It is required by WV law that the TANF applicant assign their support
rights over to the state to allow for the state to recoup some of the cost of assistance.
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Finding 14

Inadequate of Segregation of Controls
We noted incompatible duties in receipts processed through the manual
processing account. For these receipts, one BCSE employee was responsible for
the initial receipt of manual processing monies, for entering the payments into
the accounting records, and for depositing the receipts into the bank account.
This employee was also responsible for processing refunds for certain cases.
The BCSE was unable to provide any records documenting the performance of
external reviews of this employee’s work. Approximately, $1.16 million was
deposited into the manual processing account during state fiscal year 2010.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend that BCSE comply with W.V. Code §5A-8-9(b) and strengthen
internal controls to help reduce the risk of skimming or theft. This can be
achieved by assigning another employee(s) who could help implement controls
such as authorizations, reconciliations, and review or oversight of work.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.

Finding 15

Special Handled Checks.

Condition:

While reviewing BCSE disbursements for State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2009, we noted
the DHHR Finance Division processed 96 checks by “special handling;” whereas,
the expenditures were either exclusively paid from BCSE accounts, or the
expenditures were allocated in part to BCSE funds in combination with funds of
other DHHR bureaus and divisions. We believe the DHHR did not have sufficient
reasons in order to justify the “special handling” 81 of these checks totaling
$186,171.
Auditor’s Recommendation
We recommend the DHHR and the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §5A-8-9 and
W.V. Code §12-3-1a, as amended, and avoid processing payments by “special
handling” unless circumstances justify such processing.
Spending Unit’s Response
See Appendix B.
Also, See Appendix A for Auditor’s Comments to Response.
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WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
INTRODUCTION
POST AUDIT AUTHORITY
This is a report on the post audit of the West Virginia Bureau of Child Support Enforcement (BCSE). This
audit report includes all programmatic activities of the BCSE centering on the collection, documenting
and disbursement of child and spousal support payments. This audit report also covers activities
conducted by both the BCSE and DHHR centering on the proper use of State Vehicles during a portion of
the 2012 State Fiscal Year. The audit was conducted pursuant to Chapter 4, Article 2 of the West Virginia
Code, as amended, which requires the Legislative Auditor to “make post audits of the revenues and
funds of the spending units of the state government, at least once every two years, if practicable, to
report any misapplication of state funds or erroneous, extravagant or unlawful expenditures by any
spending unit, to ascertain facts and to make recommendations to the Legislature concerning post audit
findings, the revenues and expenditures of the state and of the organization and functions of the state
and its spending units.”

BACKGROUND
In 1975, Congress passed P.L. 93-647 establishing the Federal Child Support Enforcement program as
Title IV-D of the Social Security Act. (42 U.S.C. §§ 651 et seq., and Title IV-D §§ 451 et seq. of the Social
Security Act) Title IV-D and its subsequent amendments contain the requirements for the Child Support
Enforcement program. The Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE) is part of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. Although, the primary responsibility for operating child
support enforcement programs is placed on the States; the OCSE provides assistance to the States in
developing, managing, and operating their respective child support programs.
In 1976, the child support program under Title IV-D of the Act began operating in West Virginia. West
Virginia’s Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) is located within the Department of Health and
Human Resources. It is the office which has been designated as the single State agency to administer
and operate the State’s IV-D Program. The program is provided in all 55 counties of the State. The BCSE
processes approximately $210 million in child and spousal support payments per year by receiving and
processing support payment receipts from non-custodial parents and distributing them to caretakers as
determined and ordered by a Family Law Judge. The majority of West Virginia’s child support laws can
be found in Chapter 48 of the West Virginia Code. Laws pertaining to the BCSE can be found in WV Code
§48-18 et seq.

WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
SPENDING UNIT CONTAC TS
Bureau of Child Support Enforcement
Garrett Jacobs .......................................................................................................................... Commissioner
David Welker ............................................................................................................... Deputy Commissioner
Beverly Kimberling ................................................................................................... Commissioner Secretary
Hal Pendell ............................................................................. Deputy Commissioner/Chief Financial Officer
Stacey Cullen ......................................................................................................... Distribution Unit Manager
Heidi Talmage .......................................................................................................... Deputy General Counsel
Karen Yahr .................................................................................................... Manager of Policy and Training
Betty Justice ........................................................................... Manager of the Performance Evaluation Unit
Tammy Bradshaw........................................................................................................Personnel Coordinator
Susan Linville ................................................................................................................... Fiscal Unit Manager

Department of Health and Human Resources
Tara L. Buckner............................................................................................................. Chief Financial Officer
Starlah A. Wilcox ............................................................................................................ Chief Budget Officer
Terry L. Wass ....................................................Director of Office of Safety, Security and Loss Management
Brian Cassis ................................................................. Director of Internal Control and Policy Development

WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
AUDIT SCOPE
We have audited the West Virginia Bureau of Child Support Enforcement (BCSE). The audit was limited
in scope and included all programmatic activities of the BCSE centering on the collection, documenting
and disbursement of child and spousal support payments during state fiscal year 2010. Certain
expenditures and support related activities conducted by BCSE are calculated or conducted on the basis
of the federal fiscal year. Accordingly, we audited such expenditures and activities for federal fiscal year
2010 (October 1, 2009 – September 30, 2010). Also, we conducted audit procedures for the period of
July 1, 2011 through March 1, 2012 related to the use of state-owned vehicles assigned to BCSE. Our
audit scope included a review of internal control and compliance with laws, regulations, and provisions
of contract agreements. A prior audit was released during January 2011 on the general administration
of the BCSE including personnel, general expenditures, minor contracts, and other aspects of the BCSE
concerned with the administration of the agency. Except for the independence impairment that ensued
when the President of the West Virginia Senate became Acting Governor of West Virginia, we have
conducted our audit in accordance with Government Auditing Standards issued by the Comptroller
General of the United States.

OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGIES
The objectives of our post audit were to audit programmatic activities of the BCSE related to the
collection, documenting and disbursement of child and spousal support payments and to audit the use
of state-owned vehicles assigned to BCSE. Our objectives also included reporting any misapplication of
state funds or erroneous, extravagant, or unlawful expenditures, and to ascertain facts and make
recommendations to the Legislature concerning audit findings, the expenditures of the state and of the
organization, and functions of the state and its spending units. This audit was undertaken at the behest
of the Legislative Auditor.
Except for the organizational impairment described in the following paragraph, we conducted this post
audit, which is a performance audit, in accordance with the standards applicable to performance audits
contained in generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan
and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the evidence obtained provides a
reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. An audit includes
examining, on a test basis, evidence about BCSE compliance with those requirements referred to above
and performing such other procedures, as we considered necessary in the circumstances. Our audit
does not provide a legal determination of BCSE compliance with those requirements.
In accordance with W. Va. Code §4-2, the Post Audit Division is required to conduct post audits of the
revenues and expenditures of the spending units of the state government. The Post Audit Division is
organized under the Legislative Branch of the State and our audits are reported to the Legislative Post
Audits Subcommittee. Therefore, the Division has historically been organizationally independent when

audits are performed on an agency, board, or program of the Executive Branch of the State. However,
this organizational independence was impaired when the President of the Senate became acting
Governor of the State on November 15, 2010, in accordance with W.V. Code §3-10-2. Audits conducted
or completed after this date, but before November 13, 2011, will not comply with Generally Accepted
Governmental Auditing Standards (2007 Revision) sections 3.12 – 3.15. These sections of the auditing
standards assert that the ability of an audit organization to perform work and report the results
objectively can be affected by placement within the governmental organizational structure. Since the
President of the Senate was acting Governor, the Executive Branch had the ability to influence the
initiation, scope, timing, and completion of any audit. The Executive Branch could also obstruct audit
reporting, including the findings and conclusions or the manner, means, or timing of the audit
organization’s reports.
To achieve our audit objectives, we reviewed Chapter 48, Article 18 and Chapter 14, Article 1 of the WV
Code; the US Code of the Social Security Acts IV-D and IV-E; and other applicable rules, regulations, and
policies of BCSE. Provisions we considered significant were documented and compliance with those
requirements was verified by interview, observations of BCSE operations, and through inspections of
documents and records. We obtained the financial information recorded in WVFIMS for the audit
period and conducted audit procedures. We tested transactions and performed other auditing
procedures we considered necessary to achieve our objectives. Additionally, we reviewed the budget,
studied financial trends, and interviewed BCSE personnel to obtain an understanding of the programs
and the internal controls respective to the scope of our audit. In planning and conducting our audit, we
focused on the major financial-related areas of operations based on assessments of materiality and risk.
We did not audit BCSE federal financial assistance programs for compliance with federal laws and
regulations because the State of West Virginia engages an independent accounting firm to annually
review such programs administered by State agencies.
To select transactions for testing, both statistical and non-statistical sampling approaches were used.
Our samples of transactions were designed to provide conclusions about the validity of transactions, as
well as internal control and compliance attributes. Transactions were either randomly selected for
testing or, in some instances were deemed appropriate, by professional judgment.
BCSE written responses to the deficiencies identified in our audit have not been subject to the auditing
procedures applied in the audit of BCSE.
BCSE management is responsible for establishing and maintaining effective internal control. Internal
control is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance that objectives pertaining to the reliability
of financial records, effectiveness and efficiency of operations including safeguarding of assets, and
compliance with applicable laws, rules, and regulations are achieved. Because of inherent limitations in
internal control, errors or fraud may nevertheless occur and not be detected. Also, projections of any
evaluation of internal control to future periods are subject to the risk that conditions may change or
compliance with policies and procedures may deteriorate.
We did not disclose any identifying information concerning employees or vendors within this report in
an effort to protect the privacy and interests of all parties. This lack of disclosure is not significant to the
understanding of this report and should have no impact on the usefulness of the information provided.
All information pertinent to the report has been disclosed.
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This communication is intended solely for the information and use of the Post Audits Subcommittee, the
members of the WV Legislature, and management of BCSE. However, once presented to the Post Audits
Subcommittee, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited. Our reports are
designed to assist the Post Audits Subcommittee in exercising its legislative oversight function and to
provide constructive recommendations for improving State operations. As a result, our reports generally
do not address activities we reviewed that are functioning properly.

CONCLUSION
BCSE generally had adequate internal controls over the disbursement and receipt of support payments
for both cases subject to the guidelines of the Federally Administered Child Support Program and for
cases not subject to these guidelines. In addition, the BCSE has generally maintained adequate control
over its banking vendor. However, this report includes instances of noncompliance with the West
Virginia Code, the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, West Virginia Purchasing Policies and Procedures
and provisions of contracts governing services provided by private vendors. A significant majority of the
findings in this report were due either to a lack of procedures governing certain processes, limitations of
the agency’s computerized systems, inadequate records, and inadequate knowledge by agency staff of
applicable laws, rules, regulations and contract provisions.
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WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
REPORTABLE COMPLIANC E AND OTHER MATTERS
Finding 1:

Bank Account Reconciliations

Condition:

The BCSE maintained four bank accounts with two vendors during our audit
period (fiscal year 2010). Two accounts were held with J.P. Morgan Chase
(JPMC)—the current contracted vendor for processing support payments. Also,
two additional accounts were held with Branch Banking and Trust (BB&T). BB&T
was the previous contracted vendor for processing support payments. These
accounts were not closed after the contract was rebid and awarded to JPMC in
2005.
Approximately $212 million was receipted and disbursed through the JPMC
bank accounts during state fiscal year (SFY) 2010. The month ending balances in
these two accounts during fiscal year 2010 averaged approximately $19.5
million. The operating and manual processing accounts maintained with BB&T
held on average approximately $1.87 million and $707,000.00, respectively.
There was very little activity in the two BB&T accounts during SFY 2010 beyond
interest earnings and the payment of research “service fees”.
The BCSE performs reconciliation procedures for the JPMC bank accounts;
however, these procedures do not include reconciling to the bank statements,
nor do they include reconciling end-of-period book balances to bank balances
for any given period of time—monthly or otherwise. The reconciliation that is
performed is a daily reconciliation for the previous business day’s receipts and
disbursements. It involves comparing receipt and disbursement reports run
from BCSE’s OSCAR (On-line Support Collections and Reporting) system with
information contained within JPMC’s bank records accessible by the BCSE’s
Chief Financial Officer (CFO) through a web-based portal.
These OSCAR receipt and disbursement records are entered independently of
the bank records; however, they are based on the same source documentation
(e.g., checks received, etc). Although the bank records used by the CFO for the
reconciliation procedure is uploaded by the bank to execute debits and credits
to the BCSE’s bank accounts, it is not synonymous with the actual bank ledger. It
does not necessarily account for all debits made to the bank accounts—
including any adjustments/debits made to the account as the result of nonsufficient fund (NSF) checks.
Also, as stated earlier, the reconciliation procedure does not reconcile balances
in the bank account to balances in the OSCAR system. In fact, the OSCAR system
is not designed to provide information on overall balances held within the BCSE
bank accounts.

In addition, no reconciliations or even reviews of bank statements were
performed on the BB&T accounts during SFY 2010. The decision not to perform
reconciliations was apparently the result of the relatively limited number of
transactions occurring in these accounts. However, we noted during our review
of the debits in the accounts three erroneous, and possibly fraudulent, debits
totaling $281.94. Two payments appear to have been made to a power/utility
company and one payment was made to a cellular telephone company.
Criteria:

The West Virginia State Treasurer’s Office (STO) Outside Bank Accounts Policies
and Procedures manual states in part:
“ …III. Maintaining Control Over Outside Bank Accounts
A. At the end of each fiscal year, as of June 30 and due by July
31, and at various times determined by the STO, state
agencies maintaining outside bank accounts must provide
the following information:…
2. Bank reconciliations
E. State agencies should maintain as much internal control over
outside bank accounts as possible. Some internal control
suggestions would be:…
3. Accounts should be reconciled on a monthly basis.
4. Reconciliations should be signed by the preparer and
reviewer….” (Emphasis Added)
W.V. Code §5A-8-9 states in part,
“...The head of each agency shall:
(b) Make and maintain records containing adequate and proper
documentation of the organization, functions, policies,
decisions, procedures and essential transactions of the agency
designed to furnish information to protect the legal and
financial rights of the state and of persons directly affected by
the agency’s activities....”

Cause:

The BCSE stated reconciliations of monthly bank account statements to BCSE
accounting records are not performed. Specifically, for the manual processing
account, the BCSE CFO stated:
“Reconcilement of this account has never been treated as a true
balancing/reconcilement process in part due to the inability of
that account to support traditional distributions.”
There is no efficient and practical way for BCSE to access cash balances within
OSCAR that can be used to reconcile to amounts deposited in BCSE’s bank
accounts. The BCSE has used the OSCAR system since 1994, for the dual
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purposes of documenting child support case management processes and as a
financial accounting system that tracks child/spousal support receipts and
disbursements from the JPMC bank accounts. The BCSE was unable to
consolidate all of the distribution and receipt information within the system into
a single balance that could be reconciled to the amounts on deposit with the
bank(s), despite consulting with DHHR-MISi2. Also, due to the limitations in the
BCSE’s accounting system, the BCSE is unable to provide adjusted book balances
in order to fully reconcile the accounts.
Effect:

The four accounts maintained by the BCSE during the audit period contained
well over $200 million with the bulk of the funds residing with JPMC. It is our
opinion the reconciliation performed by BCSE mitigates to some degree the
potential of errors or fraudulent activities. However, we are also of the opinion
the assurance currently provided does not rise to the level of assurance that
would be provided if a complete reconciliation was performed of balances
denoted on bank ledgers to balances recorded in comprehensive BCSE
accounting records—assuming such records existed.
Also, due to limitations in accessing the data contained with the BCSE’s OSCAR
system, the BCSE could not account for differences noted in our proof of cash of
the main JPMC Operating account which included a shortage of over $2.3
million for one month of SFY 2010 and an overage averaging over $812,000.00
per month for the remaining 11 months of that year.
In addition, the BCSE performed no reconciliations on the BB&T accounts. This
apparently resulted in the BCSE being unaware of three erroneous charges
totaling $281.94 all occurring within a three-day period in August 2009.
Although these debits were not significant, it is conceivable material
unauthorized or fraudulent disbursements could have been made from the
accounts and not have been detected since reconciliations or reviews of the
bank statements were not performed.

Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE comply with the STO’s Outside Bank Accounts Policies
and Procedures manual and W.V. Code §5A-8-9. We also recommend that
reconciliation and review procedures be performed for all bank accounts
regardless of the level of activity contained within the accounts. We further
recommend BSCE consider the feasibility of upgrading their accounting records
so practical account information can be efficiently accessed so as to permit the
performance of complete bank account reconciliations, including reconciliation
of account balances from bank ledgers to the bank account balances reflected in
BCSE records.

See Appendix B

2

1 The West Virginia Department of Human Resources’ Management Information Systems Division. The Division is responsible for administering and
programming the OSCAR system.
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Finding 2:

Commingled Bank Accounts
The BCSE maintains two bank accounts with JP Morgan Chase (JPMC) bank as
follows:
(1) The “operating” account is used for the receipt and distribution of regular
child/spousal support payments. The majority of payments received by the
BCSE are through this account. The account is managed by JPMC with
oversight conducted by the BCSE.
(2) The “manual processing” account, according to documentation provided by
the WV Office of the State Treasurer, was “…set-up to collect
repayments….” According to BCSE personnel, the account is used for
transactions other than the typical receipt and disbursement of
child/spousal support. Such uses for the account include, but are not
limited to: (a) Support payments that are required by court order to be
applied to obligations in a manner that is inconsistent with the payment
hierarchy programmed in BCSE’s automated electronic accounting system;
(b) Payments used to reimburse the State for expenses incurred in the
support process; (c) Payments or refunds due to non-custodial parents; and
(d) Monies required by legal decree to be reimbursed to the BCSE by certain
non-custodial parents for costs incurred by BSCE in establishing their
paternity.
Each account was set-up for specific purpose according to BCSE and according
to documentation provided by the Office of the State Treasurer. The character
of the monies to be deposited into the JPMC manual processing account is, by
definition, distinct from the character of the monies to be deposited into the
JPMC operating account. In fact, it is our understanding the accounts were setup as a way of maintaining the integrity of the monies deposited into each.
However, during our audit we noted there were no records maintained by BCSE
that indicated the source of monies held in the accounts and, consequently, we
were unable to determine if monies were deposited in a manner that
conformed with the designated purpose for each account.
All disbursements initiated by BCSE are made from the operating account even
if a particular disbursement is properly defined as a repayment. It follows that,
subsequent to repayment disbursements made from the operating account,
monies be transferred from the manual processing account to reimburse the
operating account on a dollar-for-dollar basis. This would be done in order to
maintain the integrity of the funds held in each account.
However, the BCSE does not track repayment disbursements made from the
operating account so as to properly reimburse the operating account on a
dollar-for-dollar basis. Rather, monies are simply transferred from the manual
processing account to the operating account on an “as needed” basis. This
practice fails to protect the integrity of the accounts and results in an obvious
commingling of repayment monies deposited in the manual processing account
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with operating monies. We noted two such “as needed” transfers totaling $2.5
million were made from the manual processing account to the operating
account during fiscal years 2009 and 2010.
Criteria:

W. V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the Bureau for Child Support
Enforcement
…(16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping, reporting,
intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical structures and
time frames for case processing;…” (Emphasis Added)
W.V. Code §5A-8- 9 states in part,
“...The head of each agency shall:
(b) Make and maintain records containing adequate and
proper documentation of the organization, functions, policies,
decisions, procedures and essential transactions of the agency
designed to furnish information to protect the legal and
financial rights of the state and of persons directly affected by
the agency’s activities....” (Emphasis Added)

Cause:

The BCSE does not currently have accounting books of record that adequately
account for all funds currently on deposit in the JPMC bank . The JPMC
operating account is used to make all distributions. This includes distributions
properly defined as repayments. Transfers made from the manual processing
account to the operating account are not based upon the distributions made
from the JPMC operating account, but are instead done on an “as needed” basis
based upon the operating account balance.

Effect:

Approximately $212 million was receipted and disbursed through the JPMC
bank accounts during fiscal year 2010. The month ending balances in these two
accounts during fiscal year 2010 averaged approximately $19.5 million. We
believe the lack of accounting records for documenting the source of funds held
in the bank accounts and the practice of transferring monies from one account
to the other, with no consideration of the character of the monies transferred,
increases the risk of monies being erroneously or fraudulently disbursed
without detection.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
W.V. Code §5A-8-9. We further recommend the BCSE develop and implement
accounting records that document the source and nature of funds held in each
of their bank accounts. We also recommend the BCSE develop internal controls
whereas the segregation of manual processing monies from operating monies is
maintained. Given the significance of the monies processed and held in the
accounts, we believe it would be prudent for the BCSE to consider developing
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accounting procedures that meet basic, widely accepted standards of
accountability in documenting the source and the character of the deposits held
in its bank accounts.
Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
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Finding 3:

Unsupported Transfers Totaling $1,557,064.

Condition:

The West Virginia State Tax Department intercepts state tax refunds for
taxpayers who owe arrearages and deposits these monies into BCSE’s Support
Enforcement Program Fund (Fund 5075). During fiscal year 2010, DHHR made
five transfers totaling $1,557,064 from 5075 to the DHHR’s General
Administration Federal Funds account (Fund #8722). However, BCSE and the
DHHR were unable to provide us with adequate supporting documentation
justifying these transfers. Further, BCSE could not provide documentation
showing an adequate audit trail in order for us to determine if the monies were
properly allocated.

Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
In carrying out the policies and procedures for enforcing the
provisions of this chapter, the bureau shall have the following
power and authority:
…. (16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing;…. (Emphasis
Added)”

Cause:

As explained by DHHR Grant Management Personnel, the individual
expenditures paid from the monies “swept” or transferred from Fund 5075 to
Fund 8722 are not supported due to the large amount of individual
disbursements.
“Per draft review…, the swept amounts related to Fund 5075
cannot be tied to an individual payment...as we may have 200
payments in WVFIMS and the funding is swept to cover them in
the entirety.”

Effect:

Without adequate documentation supporting these transfers, we could not
determine if the monies were used in accordance with Federal and State
regulations. The DHHR and BCSE could not provide us with adequate
documentation to justify the transfer of supporting moneys to DHHR’s federal
fund account.

Recommendation:

We recommend the DHHR and the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as
amended, and ensure there are adequate supporting documentation necessary
to justify the transfers of State tax refunds to the State’s federal funds account.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
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Finding 4:

Recordkeeping & Collection Procedures for BCSE Accounts Receivables

Condition:

Due to variety of circumstances incurred in administering the support
enforcement program, the BCSE accumulates accounts receivables due primarily
from caretakers, non-custodial parents and employers of non-custodial parents.
In regards to these receivables, we noted the following:
(1) BCSE records do not sufficiently document and track receivables owed to
BCSE; and
(2) BCSE repayment procedures do not fully employ adequate measures
permissible under Federal and State laws and guidelines to effectively
recoup receivables.
Our conclusions are based on the following:


The BCSE was unable to provide us with an accounts receivable report.
Therefore, we could not secure a list of debtors, we could not establish the
age of the receivables, nor could we efficiently determine the total amount
of receivables due BCSE for any given point in time;



The BCSE does not currently have a centralized method of tracking and
preserving all signed repayment agreements.



The source deemed to be most complete in regards to outstanding
receivables was the Central Auditing Unit’s (CAU) database. However, this
database does not contain all relevant information as noted in the
repayment agreement;



The BCSE does not currently use all of the collection methods available to it
permitted by either Federal code or West Virginia code to recoup
overpayments. Such available methods not in use by BCSE include:
o

Obtaining upfront permission from the CT during the initial
application process whereas the CT agrees to allow the BCSE to
recoup any overpayments made to the CT from subsequent BCSE
receipts of support monies for the case;

o

In lieu of such upfront permission, assuming such permission is
granted by default when no response is received within a
reasonable time after a third letter has been mailed to the CT asking
for permission recoup overpayments made to the CT;

o

Issuing an income withholding (wage garnishment order) to the CT’s
employer to recoup the amount of an overpayment if certain other
avenues of collection have been tried and prove to be ineffective or
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not applicable. Since this is not an attempt to divert support
payments, the CT’s permission is not required;
Criteria:

W. V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the Bureau for Child Support
Enforcement
…(16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping, reporting,
intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical structures and
time frames for case processing;…” (Emphasis Added)
W. V. Code §48-14-404, as amended, states in part:
“...If no arrearage exists with which to offset the overpayment or
the arrearage is not sufficient to offset the overpayment and the
obligee does not enter into a repayment agreement with the
Bureau for Child Support Enforcement, the Bureau for Child Support
Enforcement may issue an income withholding to the obligee's
employer to recoup the amount of the overpayment.…” (Emphasis
Added)
The Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement (OCSE), which
administers at the Federal level the Child Support Program under Title
IV, Part D of the Society Security Act, provided guidance to states in
relation to recouping overpayments made to CTs in their Action
Transmittal-97-13. This publication states in part:
“…Q13: When custodial parents are overpaid, or warrants are
returned by the bank to the SDU as insufficient funds, are States
allowed under federal regulations to offset the overpayment from
the custodial parent's next monthly support check?
A13: No. All collections must be distributed in accordance with the
requirements of section 457 of the Act. However, a State may
recoup the overpayment to a custodial parent from the next
monthly support payment if the custodial parent agrees, in
writing, to allow the State to do so….” 3(Emphasis Added)
The OCSE’s Policy Interpretation Question for 2002 (PIQ-02-01) states in part:
“…Client permission to recoup an overpayment may be obtained
during the IV-D application process. A state may consider client
permission as a document that the custodial parent signs and

3 “SDU” as used in this quote is an abbreviation for “State Disbursement Unit.” Section IV-D of the Social Security Act requires States to
establish an SDU agency (or agencies) for the collection and disbursement of payments under orders in IV-D cases and in non-IV-D cases in
which the support order was initially issued on or after January 1, 1994, and in which the income of noncustodial parent is subject to
withholding.
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indicates by checking a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ box, that the state may withhold
an incremental amount, at a reasonable rate, from future child
support payments to correct an overpayment.
2. When custodial parents do not respond to letters from the state
requesting permission to recoup an overpayment from the next or
subsequent child support payment, permission may be assumed
when no response is received after a third letter asking for
permission is sent to a custodial parent….” (Emphasis Added)
Cause:

According to the CFO for BCSE any possible BCSE repayment policy would be too
“unwieldy” due to the high volume of BCSE overpayments and the complexity of
the laws regarding the determination and collection of repayment debt. We
were also told by the BCSE Assistant General Counsel that the BCSE does not use
wage garnishments for overpaid CTs (reverse income withholdings) as a
repayment method due to the complexity the process would present in
programming the OSCAR system to perform this task.

Effect:

The BCSE’s has no practical method of determining how much money is owed
either to the State or to the State’s public assistance programs in the form of
BCSE receivables that have resulted during BSCE’s operation of the State’s
support enforcement program. Therefore, any rationale estimation as to the
potential cost to the State in uncollectable receivables resulting from BCSE’s
operation of enforcement program cannot be reasonably calculated. However,
some indication of the significance is given by the fact that in March 2008, the
BCSE wrote off as uncollectable approximately $1.87 million in receivables that
originated within a three-year period of 1995 through 1997. This, in turn,
necessitated a Legislative annual appropriation of $300,000 each year from
fiscal year 2009 through fiscal year 2013 in order to off-set the costs of the
write-offs.
Although, we cannot in any efficient manner determine the amount of
outstanding receivables, we believe the lack of comprehensive collection
procedures has increased the amount of receivables that have remained
uncollected. Resulting write-offs of such uncollected debt has increased, and
will further increase, the cost to the State in running the State’s support
enforcement program.

Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
§48-14-404, as amended. We also recommend BCSE employ those collection
methods permitted by the Federal Office of Child Support Enforcement’s Action
Transmittal 97-13 and clarified in their Policy Interpretation Question PIQ-02-01.
Finally, we recommend the BCSE implement a comprehensive procedure that
ensures appropriate record keeping.

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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Finding 5:

Inadequate Documentation Policies

Condition:

In addition to financial records documenting the collection and disbursement of
child and spousal support, there are additional documents generated in a typical
support case. The BCSE relies upon supporting documents maintained in
electronic format. During, our audit period the BCSE implemented an electronic
scanning system and for a portion of this audit period had to rely upon hard
copy case records to perform their duties. Case file records generated include,
but are not limited to, the following:


Applications requesting child support services;



Court Orders ruling on child support cases;



Correspondence to and from caretakers (CTs) and non-custodial parents
(NCPs) regarding decisions rendered and either actions taken or actions that
may be taken in regards to a case;



Correspondence to and from employers of NCPs regarding current or
possible future wage garnishment of NCPs as a means to secure support
obligations;



Information and completed forms maintained in either the Online Support,
Collections, and Reporting (OSCAR) system, the FormQUEST system, and
other information systems maintained by the BCSE.

In 26 of the 115 cases we tested for proper and complete documentation, we
noted one or more instances where documents either were missing,
incomplete, or unauthorized. Also, we noted instances in which notations of
actions taken were not made to case files. Assuming our test results for our
sample are reflective of the entire population of approximately 281,000 closed
and current support cases, we estimated approximately 60,000 cases will have
at least one pertinent document not included in the case files.
Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
In carrying out the policies and procedures for enforcing the
provisions of this chapter, the bureau shall have the following
power and authority:
…. (16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing;…. (Emphasis
Added)”
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Title 45 of the Code of Federal Regulations states in part:
“§ 302.15 Reports and maintenance of records.
“The State plan shall provide that:
(a) The IV-D agency will maintain records necessary for the proper and
efficient operation of the plan, including records regarding:
(1) Applications pursuant to § 302.33 for support
services available under the State plan;
(2) Location of noncustodial parents, actions to
establish paternity and obtain and enforce support, and
the costs incurred in such actions;
(3) Amount and sources of support collections and the
distribution of these collections;
(4) Any fees charged or paid for support enforcement
services;
(5) Any other administrative costs;
(6) Any other information required by the Office; and
(7) Statistical, fiscal, and other records necessary for
reporting and accountability required by the Secretary.
The retention and custodial requirements for these
records are prescribed in 45 CFR part 74.”
Cause:

Upon the request for a missing document, we were informed the only
document available in most cases must be reprinted and doesn’t represent the
finished/final copy including any necessary signatures or endorsements by a
caseworker or other BCSE personnel. Upon communication with the BCSE, we
were informed that upon a case narrative’s creation within the OSCAR system if
the document is not noted as being necessary per the scanning policies or per
the documentation retention policy it will not be maintained. This would
include notices of actions taken, and form letters sent to various parties related
to the case. In reference to the forms prepared using the FormQUEST system,
the BCSE does not currently retain all authorized FormQUEST documents in
their case files, they rely upon the finalized unsigned documents.

Effect:

When certain relevant case documents are not retained, information supporting
the proper completion of tasks related to administering a case cannot be
determined. These forms and documents offer evidence of those steps taken
by BCSE staff and others in administering child support cases are systematic,
rational and in accord with Federal and State laws and guidelines. This, in turn,
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limits the effectiveness of audits and management oversight of caseworker
performance. Also, failure to have a well-defined document retention policy
contributed to a lack of consistency in the documents retained in the case files
noted by us during the audit when comparing the files maintained by the
various BCSE caseworkers.
Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
the Code of Federal Regulations Title 45 Section 302.15 and ensure the BCSE
implement adequate documentation policies and internal controls governing
the maintenance, administration, and monitoring of these case files. Also, we
recommend the BCSE ensure all computerized systems relied upon to serve as a
case system of record include the final authorized version of any documents
generated. Finally, we recommend the BCSE review their document retention
schedule to reflect the addition of new information systems since this schedule
was last revised in November of 2005.

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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Finding 6:

Inadequate Monitoring of PSI Contract.

Condition:

BCSE did not adequately monitor the contract of vendor, Policy Studies Inc. (PSI)
during our audit period. PSI currently provides child/spousal support services
for Kanawha and Clay Counties. During state fiscal year (SFY) 2009, BCSE paid
PSI $3.36 million. Specifically, we noted:

Criteria:



PSI did not provide required documents including a balance sheet, monthly
income statement, annual audit report, and quarterly fixed asset report as
required by the contract. BCSE also did not maintain sufficient
documentation to support meetings conducted, and, has not notified the
vendor in writing of problem areas (through an “Alert Letter”) since 2007, as
required in the contract;



We noted during SFY 2010, BCSE overpaid two PSI invoices resulting in a
total overpayment of $50,662;



We noted documentation related to the data and methods used to calculate
one incentive and one penalty assessed for FFY 2008 and two penalties and
one incentive payment assessed for FFY 2007 were not maintained and
could not be provided by BCSE. Finally, we noted the “Total Penalties Due”
row heading on the FFY 2009 PSI invoice was omitted; whereas such a row
heading was included on the 2008 and 2007 invoices. If in fact no penalties
were due, the invoice should have contained a row heading with $0.00
entered accordingly.

The PSI contract section 3.2.2.6, addresses what reports are to be provided to
BCSE and states, in part:
“…The vendor shall supply the Bureau with relevant fiscal
records of Contract revenue and expenses. These records shall
include, but are not limited to, the following:
3.2.2.6(a) Statement of financial position (balance sheet);
3.2.2.6(b) A monthly income statement including all revenues
and expenses incurred in the operation of the Contract;
3.2.2.6(c) An annual audit report submitted at the beginning of
each State fiscal year. ….
3.2.2.6(d) A quarterly fixed asset report….”
The PSI contract section 3.2.4.16 concerns notifications to PSI with:
“3.2.4.16 Notification of Deficiencies
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…. In the normal course of business, however, the Bureau will
use three (3) types of notification to the Vendor upon the
identification and discovery of any deficiencies. These are an
“Alert” letter, a “Warning” letter and “A Notice of Intent to Take
Action” letter. “…..
The PSI base compensation paid to the vendor is defined in the PSI contract
section 3.2.5, with:
“The compensation schedule will be monthly. The base
payment to the Vendor shall be calculated as a percentage of
collections in Clay and Kanawha County Cases.”
On incentive payments, the PSI contract section 3.2.5 states in part:
“The vendor shall be paid an additional .2% (two-tenths of a
percent) of total annual collections for:
3.2.5(a) Each increase during the year of one (1) percentage
point in the percent of current support paid…”
On penalties, section 3.2.6 of the PSI contract states in part:
“…The Vendor shall be assessed a penalty of 2.5 percent of its
total annual base compensation when:
…3.2.6(c) The total percentage of current support owed on IV-D
cases in the Kanawha and Clay County cases that is collected
and distributed increases by less than two (2) percentage points
during any contract year, unless the percentage of current
support collected for the preceding year was 75% or higher;…”
Cause:

The BCSE replied to our concerns by stating in many ways the vendor has not
been compliant in providing necessary information and in many cases the
vendor has seemingly ignored requests or concerns reported by the BCSE.
However, we also noted instances where proper oversight was not conducted
by BCSE personnel in the monitoring of activities of the vendor, in the process of
paying the vendor its base compensation, or in the assessment of penalties and
incentives.
The BCSE has not undertaken effective monitoring in the following situations.
The BCSE Contract Monitor was unaware of the requirement that PSI was to
provide the reports as noted above. The monitor stated the notes and emails
maintained provided adequate documentation of the conversations and
meetings. When asked about the issuance of warnings and alerts the monitor
stated that warnings issued via emails gave sufficient notice.
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BCSE personnel stated the method used to determine the base amount has not
been standardized on a year to year basis. The BCSE could not provide us with a
recalculation of how the base amount was determined and what exact
payments were used in the calculation of the base compensation amount for
each year. The contract’s terms that govern this process are ambiguous and the
exact amount cannot be readily determined.
Per BCSE personnel responsible for the monitoring of the contract the
methodology used in awarding the incentive payment was based on rounding to
the nearest whole percent. In particular BCSE personnel stated:
“In the absence of any specific language in the contract, we
would follow the explanation of rounding taught in math
classes. Round up for .50. Round down for .49.” (Emphasis
Added)
We also noted in many instances in which the vendor did not provide adequate
documentation or respond to the BCSE in a positive manner. The BCSE has been
unable to get PSI to provide the reliable reports of its activities. Due to the
vendor not providing adequate documentation of its activities, BCSE was unable
to determine if all penalties or incentives could be assessed.
Effect:

Without adequate documentation of contract monitoring, the risk of terms not
being met increases. Due to inadequate monitoring, incentives were overpaid
by $50,662. In addition, due to lack of records, we were unable to determine if
some incentives and penalties were correctly calculated resulting in our inability
to confirm if amounts paid PSI based on these calculations were correct.

Recommendation:

We recommend BCSE comply with the above criteria and contract terms so as
to more effectively monitor vendor performance and ensure correct amounts
are paid. We also recommend BCSE pursue collection of the $50,662. Finally,
we recommend the BCSE clarify the ambiguous language as reflected in Section
3.2.5 of the contract regarding the amount of annual collections.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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Finding 7:

Lack of Adequate Adjustment Processes

Condition:

Among other duties, the BCSE Disbursement Unit (DU) is responsible for
adjustments necessary to correct case balances in the accounting records within
BCSE’s OSCAR system for each individual case. The adjustment process often
requires the DU to stop or intercept support disbursements. Depending on the
method employed in order to carry out disbursements for any given case, this
may involve stopping an electronic disbursement or it may involve manually
pulling a check in order to prevent an erroneous payment. In many of these
instances, the case’s accounting records have previously been debited for the
amount of the adjustment reducing case balances to the desired amount. Less
often, in order to perform an adjustment, the DU authorizes the State
Disbursement Unit4 to prepare checks written by the BCSE payable to the BCSE.
In doing so, entries are effectuated within the OSCAR system and the bank’s
accounting system that debit and credit cases to accomplish the necessary
adjustment.
We noted the following exceptions related to the BCSE’s adjustment process as
follows:


The DU does not currently have comprehensive written procedures
governing the process of pulling checks or the process of writing checks
payable to the BCSE from the BCSE in order to accomplish an adjustment to
a case.



Adjustments effectuated by the preparation of checks payable to the BCSE
from the BCSE creates, in effect, an artificial disbursement booked in the
accounting records.

 When adjustments are either performed by pulling checks written to a
caretaker (CT), or checks are written by the BCSE payable to the BSCE, it is
necessary to subsequently void these checks. Rather than deface the checks
and maintain them in the records, the BCSE’s procedure calls for shredding
these checks. However, the DU did not maintain copies of these shredded
checks.
Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
In carrying out the policies and procedures for enforcing the
provisions of this chapter, the bureau shall have the following
power and authority:

4

The State Disbursement Unit (SDU) is the contracted entity authorized by BCSE to deposit and disburse child and spousal support
funds. During our audit period, JPMC Bank was the SDU. However, subsequent to the audit period JPMC contracted with SMI to perform
some functions related to the disbursement and receipt of support funds.
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…. (16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing;…. (Emphasis
Added)”
Cause:

Due to staff changeover and vacancies left unfilled within the DU, not all
standard operating procedures have been completed.
The OCSAR database and accounting system will not permit the performance of
certain adjustments to case accounts unless the process results in
corresponding disbursement transactions—even though no such disbursements
are warranted.
Previously, checks written or pulled as a result of the adjustment process were
retained by BCSE; however, the process of shredding checks was instituted in
January 2008. According to BCSE personnel, the shredding of checks was
initiated in order to minimize the amount of documentation retained. The
checks were not scanned or copied prior to their destruction. After our
inquiries regarding the lack of documentation available related to such checks,
the BCSE began scanning and maintaining copies of voided checks prior to their
destruction during the fall of 2011.

Effect:

The lack of detailed and comprehensive written procedures regarding the
performance of adjustments involving the pulling or creation of checks increases
the risk that errors may occur. Also, the lack of such procedures is a detriment
in training new employees involved in the adjustment process.
Some adjustments to case balances cannot be performed unless artificial
disbursements are performed in order to initiate the process. Such limitations
results in inefficiencies and, more importantly, increases the risk that someone
involved in the process could fraudulently divert such disbursements for his or
her personal use. The risk is further compounded when the process requires
either pulling checks or writing checks payable to the BCSE. During state fiscal
year 2009, the amount of pulled checks totaled approximately $580,000 and
checks written to BCSE by BCSE in order to adjust case balances totaled
approximately $1,800. In addition, errors made in the adjustment process could
result in the need to establish a repayment agreement with a client in order to
collect an overpayment made and this, in turn, increases the risk of
uncollectable debts resulting in losses to the state.
Lastly, checks were not voided and then scanned or copied prior to their
destruction. Therefore, we could perform audit tests to provide assurance that
such checks were not converted to personal use.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended. We
recommend the BCSE develop and document detailed and comprehensive
procedures covering all facets of the adjustment process. We recommend the
BCSE coordinate with DHHR-MIS to implement an adjustment process within
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the OSCAR system that eliminates the need to create faux disbursements in
order to accomplish some account adjustments. Finally, we recommend such
checks be properly voided and these checks either be maintained, or such
checks be scanned prior to their destruction.
Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
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Finding 8

Funds Not Seized

Condition:

The BCSE is not seizing all available amounts to satisfy arrearages. The BCSE
currently has available to it the Financial Institution Data Match (FIDM) method.
This method allows for the BCSE to initiate seizure of assets held by Noncustodial Parents (NCP). These assets could be assets/moneys held in bank
accounts, brokerage accounts, or other types of financial accounts. We noted
during our testing of procedures related to enforcement, in six cases the BCSE
did not attempt to seize funds noted by the OSCAR system as being available for
seizure as noted below:

Date
06/15/2010
12/09/2009
04/26/2010
08/13/2010
08/20/2010
12/09/2009

Criteria:

Asset Balance
$ 511.00
438.00
1,068.00
594.00
1,721.00
$1,219.00

Total
Amount
Due
$5,631.54
1,927.38
6,803.24
9,296.20
555.63
$1,014.12
Total

Amount of
Collections
Foregone
$ 511.00
438.00
1,068.00
594.00
555.63
1,014.12
$4,180.75

Arrearage
Balance as of
6/30/2012
$ 367.76
1,996.63
3,867.39
1,542.15
525.00
1,148.19
$9,447.12

W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
In carrying out the policies and procedures for enforcing the
provisions of this chapter, the bureau shall have the following
power and authority:
..(1) To establish policies and procedures for obtaining and
enforcing support orders and establishing paternity according to
this chapter;
(2) To undertake directly, or by contract, activities to obtain and
enforce support orders and establish paternity;
…(16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing;…”
W.V. Code § 48-18-124 as amended states in part:
“…Liability for financial institutions providing financial records
to the bureau for child support enforcement; agreements for
data match system; encumbrance or surrender of assets.
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“… (b) The bureau for child support enforcement, after
obtaining a financial record of an individual from a financial
institution, may disclose such financial record only for the
purpose of, and to the extent necessary in, establishing,
modifying or enforcing a child support obligation of such
individual….”
Cause :

When asked about why the FIDM method was not used appropriately, BCSE
personnel stated they were unable to seize the assets above due to a variety of
reasons. The BCSE currently employs one person to perform the functions
associated with FIDM. Due to the volume of paperwork necessary to perform a
seizure and the volume of cases themselves, the worker will prioritize the
seizures to the cases. This is due in large part to the ability of the account holder
to withdraw money from the account prior to the seizure paper work being
completed. As a result, the BCSE has instituted an agency practice within the
FIDM collection unit to only pursue certain accounts with balances greater than
$2,000 in assets and more than $500.00 in arrears.

Effect:

The BCSE is not currently seizing all assets noted as being available. The BCSE
does not pursue cases using the FIDM method in cases with arrearage balances
below $500.00 and without assets greater than $2,000. Without these funds
some arrearages that are owed to the State and to the BCSE’s clients could go
uncollected. We noted a total of $4,180.75 of available assets could have been
applied toward support arrearages; however, these assets were not seized by
BCSE.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with West Virginia Code 48-18-105, as
amended, and ensure that methods as allowed by West Virginia Code 48-18-124
are implemented. Also, we recommend the BCSE pursue collections of
arrearages owed to its clients and the state from available balances as noted by
the OSCAR system.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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Finding 9:

Inadequate Procedures Governing the Enforcement of Liens

Condition:

As a tool in collecting support arrearages the BCSE has the authority to impose
liens on support obligors’ assets held within the State. A lien is a judgment
against specified property owned by the Non-Custodial Parent (NCP). This
property could be items such as land, cars, and other items of significant value.
Liens are instituted by the BCSE in order to persuade NCPs to pay support
arrearages and interest. Liens are usually used after other methods such as
income withholdings, the assessment of interest, and tax intercepts have failed
or have only been partly successful in making collections from the NCP.
We tested 200 support cases and noted BCSE had liens imposed on NCPs for 63
of these cases as a means to collect support arrearages. We noted seven of
these cases had eight liens (one case had two liens imposed) that were not
removed promptly after the arrearages were satisfied. Only one lien had been
removed as of June 18, 2012—the last date we reviewed BCSE records regarding
the liens imposed on these cases. The table that follows shows the number of
days liens remained active after the arrearages were satisfied:
Date Lien Was
Days Lien
Date Support
Released or
Remained Active
Date Lien Was
Arrearage
Last Date of
After Payment of
Lien α
Imposed
Satisfied
Verification*
Arrearage
1
08/11/2009
02/28/2010
06/18/2012
841
2
06/02/2008
03/03/2009
06/18/2012
1203
3
08/12/2010
09/30/2010
06/18/2012
627
4
11/30/2007
12/29/2008
06/18/2012
1267
5
03/19/2009
07/21/2010
01/10/2011
173
6
01/28/2009
06/16/2009
06/18/2012
1098
7
11/15/2010
03/02/2011
06/18/2012
474
8
02/11/2009
12/31/2009
06/18/2012
900
Avg. # of Days Lien Remained Active After Payment of Arrearage
823
* Only one lien was released as of 06/18/2012, the last date of auditor verification.
For the seven liens not released, this date was used to calculate the number of days
lien remained after satisfaction of support arrearage.
α One case had two separate liens ( listed as #6 & #7) imposed.

Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-1-234, as amended, states in part:
"Obligee" means:
(1) An individual to whom a duty of support is or is alleged to be
owed or in whose favor a support order has been issued or a
judgment determining parentage has been rendered;
(2) A state or political subdivision to which the rights under a
duty of support or support order have been assigned or which
has independent claims based on financial assistance provided
to an individual obligee; or
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(3) An individual seeking a judgment determining parentage of
the individual's child.”
W.V. Code §48-1-235, as amended, states in part:
"Obligor means an individual or the estate of a decedent:
(1) Who owes or is alleged to owe a duty of support;
(2) Who is alleged, but has not been adjudicated, to be a parent
of a child; or
(3) Who is liable under a support order.”
W.V. Code §48-14-211, as amended, states in part:
“Release of lien.
Upon satisfaction of the overdue support obligation, the obligee
shall issue a release to the obligor and file a copy thereof with
the clerk of the county commission in the county in which the
lien arose pursuant to this section. The bureau for child support
enforcement shall issue a release in the same manner and with
the same effect as liens taken by the tax commissioner pursuant
to section twelve, article ten, chapter eleven of this code.”
W.V. Code §48-14-305, as amended, states in part:
“Release of lien.
Upon satisfaction of the overdue support obligation, the obligee
shall issue a release to the obligor and file a copy thereof with
the clerk of the county commission in the county in which the
lien arose pursuant to this section. The bureau for child support
enforcement shall issue a release in the same manner and with
the same effect as liens taken by the tax commissioner pursuant
to section twelve, article ten, chapter eleven of this code.”
Cause:

We asked BCSE personnel about each of the cases noted above and were told
these were oversights by the caseworkers responsible for the individual cases,
but others were noted as being in the process of enforcement and the BCSE
personnel did not see a problem with maintaining these liens in their current
condition.

Effect:

Liens are not being removed either on a timely basis or at all in some cases. This
could result in the ability of a NCP that is current on their payments to not be
able to get a loan or sell property. The seven liens we noted as not being
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properly removed totaled $14,456.96. However, one of the liens totaling
$3,481.58 was released within five months after the end of our audit period.
The remaining six liens were still in effect as of May 2012. We were unable to
project the results of our sample to the overall amount of those cases with liens
because the BCSE could not provide us with a population of NCPs with liens.
Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-1-234, §48-1-235, §48-14211, and §48-14-305, as amended, and develop internal controls that ensure
liens are released promptly after arrearages and interest are paid.

See Appendix B
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Finding 10:

Inadequate Monitoring of BB&T accounts.

Condition:

Branch Banking and Trust (BB&T) was the previous contracted vendor for
processing support payments prior to the rebidding of the contract and the
award of the contract to J.P. Morgan Chase (JPMC) bank in 2005. As is the case
with JPMC, two bank accounts—the operating account and the manual
processing account—were used to process support payments during the period
BB&T was the contracted vendor. Although most of the support monies were
transferred to the JPMC accounts after JPMC was awarded the contract, a
significant amount of monies were left in the BB&T accounts. During state fiscal
year 2010, the operating and manual processing accounts maintained with
BB&T held on average approximately $1.87 million and $0.71 million,
respectively.
According to BCSE personnel, the accounts were maintained so as to have
available interest earnings in the accounts from which to offset “service
charges” assessed by BB&T against BCSE for researching bank records. BCSE
personnel added that since the expiration of the BB&T contract, it was
occasionally necessary for BCSE to request BB&T research their records to
resolve any disputed transactions that may have occurred during the term BB&T
was the contracted vendor.
We noted exceptions in regards to the maintenance of the BB&T bank accounts
during our audit period (SFY 2010):

Criteria:



There was no valid contractual agreement specifying the purpose or use of
these bank accounts;



There was no documented agreement in effect regarding the rate to be
charged by BB&T for conducting support records research;



Service charges assessed for these accounts were not itemized and could
not be recalculated.

W.V. Code §48-18-102, as amended, which describes the duties of the
Commissioner of the Bureau of Child Support Enforcement, states in part:
“…(b) The duties of the commissioner shall include the
following:
(1) To direct and administer the daily operations of the Bureau
for Child Support Enforcement;…”
The West Virginia Purchasing Handbook Section 6.1 states in part;
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“..6.1.2 Purchases $2,500.01 to $5,000: A minimum of three (3)
verbal bids are required, when possible and must be present in
the file.
Bids shall be documented and recorded for public record. (See
Appendix B for Verbal Bid Quotation Summary form, WV-49).
An Agency Purchase Order, WV-88, or TEAM-generated
Purchase Order is required for purchase exceeding $2,500.…”
Cause:

According to BCSE personnel, it was occasionally necessary for BCSE to request
BB&T research their records to resolve any disputed transactions that may have
occurred during the term BB&T was the contracted vendor. The bank accounts
were left open with significant balances so as to have a readily available source
of funds from interest earnings in order to pay BB&T for service charges levied
for such research.

Effect:

There were approximately $2.58 million held in the two BB&T accounts during
our audit period. Since there was no valid contract or written agreement in
regards to the support monies maintained in the BB&T bank accounts, we
believe child support monies should not have been held in these bank accounts.
BCSE lost $1,575.00 during SFY 2010 in interest earning by maintaining the
funds with BB&T rather than maintaining them entirely with JPMC.
Since no such contract existed, obligations or expectations of the parties
involved where not outlined in regards to the maintenance of funds and the
rate to be charged for research fees. As a result, we could not perform audit
tests to determine if research fee charges were accurate and reasonable.
During SFY 2010 services fees for records research totaled $2,360.49.
In addition, itemized invoices documenting service fee charges for records
research were not provided by BB&T to BCSE. As a result, we were unable to
perform audit tests to obtain adequate assurance that such charges were
reasonable and mathematically accurate.
As of August 31, 2011, this account was closed and the remaining undistributed
balance was transferred to the main J.P. Morgan Chase (JPMC) accounts. The
BCSE CFO said no further research activities would be performed due to the
resolution of those cases.

Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-102, as amended, and
with the West Virginia Purchasing Handbook. We recommend the BCSE ensure
that all future expenditures are made through valid legal contracts when
deemed appropriate by West Virginia Code and by policies promulgated by the
West Virginia Purchasing Division.

See Appendix B
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Finding 11

Monitoring of State-Owned Vehicles.

Condition:

The BCSE is not maintaining adequate documentation or control over its seven
state-owned vehicles. The BCSE currently uses these vehicles to perform tasks
related to both the establishment of support orders and the performance of
basic administrative tasks. We noted per our review the following exceptions
related to the use of state vehicles:
 Mileage logs were not maintained for any of BCSE’s seven State-owned
vehicles. Such logs can provide an effective way of documenting the
destination, the number of miles traveled, the beginning and ending
odometer readings, and the traveler’s name (if a shared vehicle) each time a
vehicle is driven.
 The BCSE/DHHR did not validate drivers’ licenses prior to allowing employees
to operate state-owned vehicles.
 One vehicle did not have the required State decal. All new vehicles (model
year 2011 or newer) are required by Legislative rule to be marked with either
the seal of the State of West Virginia or the seal or the insignia of the state
agency.

Criteria:

Section 8.4 of Title 148 Series 3 of the West Virginia Department of
Administration Legislative Rule states in part:
“…All operators must have a valid operator's (driver's) license in
good standing…. "
“Section 6.1 of this same rule states in part:
“…It is the responsibility of the spending unit to monitor
vehicle use and to take appropriate action when an employee’s
use is determined to be inappropriate or is not in accordance
with this rule. “ (Emphasis Added)
“Section 5.5 of this same rule states in part:
“…Beginning with Model Year 2011 and thereafter, state owned
and long-term leased vehicles shall be clearly and permanently
marked with either the seal of the State of West Virginia or the
seal or the insignia of a state agency, board, or commission……
(Emphasis Added)

Cause:

A DHHR employee responsible for oversight of DHHR’s State-owned vehicles
was not aware of the state mandate that all current drivers be checked to
ensure they possess a license in good standing or that vehicle mileage logs were
necessary. Vehicle odometer readings are required to be entered into gas pump
card readers when gasoline is purchased with the state’s Automotive Rental Inc.
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(ARI) credit card. ARI compiles this data and provides mileage information for
each vehicle to agencies with their monthly billings. DHHR’s Director of Internal
Control and Policy Development indicated to us that ARI reports provided
enough information to constitute mileage logs. However, this system does not
capture travel dates, destinations, or miles driven for each trip.
According to the Fleet Manager for the Office of Fleet Management5, the
contract for the production and issuance of the State Decals was only recently
made available to agencies throughout the State. We noted the contract was
listed on the West Virginia Fleet’s website as “Decal Purchase Order” with an
effective date of January 9, 2012. We observed the decal was not affixed to the
vehicle on April 20, 2012.
Effect:

Non-compliance with management oversight directives outlined in the
Legislative Rule quoted above increases the risk of improper, unsafe, or reckless
use of state-owned vehicles. This, in turn, can result in significant increased
costs to the agency and to the State.
The validation of a driver’s licenses for state employees could have a large
potential savings of time and money by preventing or minimizing accidents,
unsafe/reckless driving and citations.
As a result of the BCSE/DHHR not preparing mileage logs, we are unable to
determine if the vehicles operated by the BCSE have been used only for official
State business. This, in turn, prevented us from determining if personal use of
state-owned vehicles occurred and, if so, if this use could result in taxable
income to employees as defined by IRS regulations.
New state-owned vehicles can be more readily identified by the general
populace as state government property if they have been affixed with decals
indicating state ownership. It is reasonable to conclude that awareness of such
easier identification by state-owned vehicle operators could result in more
responsible usage of these vehicles.

Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend the BCSE/DHHR comply with all the DOA Legislative Rules and
require the use of mileage logs for state-owned vehicles, periodically validate
driver’s licenses of employees prior to allowing them to operate state-owned
vehicles, and ensure that state-owned vehicle decals are attached on those
vehicles that are required to have such decals.

See Appendix B

The Fleet Management Office is organized under the West Virginia Division of Personnel. The Fleet Management Office
is charged with providing overall management services for state-owned vehicles leased by the Office to various state
government agencies and boards.
5
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Finding 12:

PayConnexion Receipts not Adequately Tracked.

Condition:

We noted the BCSE did not receive adequate documentation detailing the
composition of receipts and expenses applied to its accounts. The JPMC
contract requires the State Disbursement Unit (SDU) to process child support
payments received from support obligors and to disburse those payments to the
guardian or caretaker (CT). This is accomplished mostly through a “lockbox”
system for support payments (or receipts) mailed to the SDU Vendor by the
obligor which are then credited (distributed) to the CT by way of either a bank
debit card, direct deposit to the CT’s bank account, or check issued to the CT.
The BCSE, as outlined in its contract, required that customers be allowed to pay
support obligations using “a Web Based payment option that will allow noncustodial parents to initiate payments by Visa, Master Card, Debit Card, or
through the ACH network” as stated in “section 1.2” of the contract. This
requirement is accomplished by JPMC through the use of its PayConnexion
service. This service is provided by and managed by JPMC personnel with BCSE
personnel directing customers to this service when appropriate based upon the
method of payment the customer is wishing to use. We noted during our testing
of receipts, the BCSE was unable to provide us with documentation showing
that any of the receipts tested noted as being made using the PayConnexion
were deposited promptly and into the correct account.
We noted the BCSE did not receive adequate documentation detailing the
composition of credits applied to their account. We noted during our Proof of
Cash for the main JPMC lockbox account numerous credits of varying
description shown on the bank statements. We reviewed two (2) months of
bank statements and noted approxmately $2.5 million of credits were shown on
the statements. We were unable to determine the purpose of these credits by
examining the bank statement of other documentation such as their JPMC
Contract or Lockbox procedures maintained by the BCSE.

Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
…(4) To undertake directly, or by contract, activities to collect
and disburse support payments;
The J.P. Morgan Chase Contract (CSE50633) Part 1 states in part:
“ General Information
1.2 Project
The mission or purpose of this project is to ensure that all
support payments are collected, tracked, and distributed
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efficiently and accurately, and that the majority of said
payments, approximately 99%, are disbursed within twenty-four
hours of receipt….” (Emphasis Added)
Cause:

Concerning these banks statement credit entries, the BCSE CFO for the
BCSE, stated the entries were not used by JPMC with enough
consistency for a definitive answer without consulting with JPMC. After
consultation with JPMC, he told us the entries we requested
information on were reimbursements made by JPMC to the BCSE for
posting errors. In regards to the PayConnexion records, these records
are not maintained either by the BCSE or JPMC for a period beyond 12
months and therefore could not be produced.

Effect:

Without these records, we are unable to determine if payments received
through the PayConnexion service and credits made by JPMC are properly
reflected in OSCAR and have been disbursed as required by Federal and State
Law.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
ensure bank contract terms require bank statements with sufficient details
necessary to disclose the source of all receipts.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
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Finding 13:

Missing Documentation

Condition:

The BCSE currently uses a process that included both optional and mandatory
referrals. Optional referrals are those in which one (or both) parties requests
the services of the BCSE using either an application printed from the Internet or
one prepared with the help of the caseworker during an interview at a field
offices. Mandatory referrals are those made by another state agency, such as
the Bureau of Children and Families (BCF), in which one of the parties has
received some type of assistance through the agency. In these cases, the state
will refer the cases using interfaces between each agency’s information systems.
We have noted the following exceptions regarding this process below:
 We noted for 15 of the 320 cases tested were not supported by an
application or referral.
 We noted after review, 35 of 248 IV-A6 cases showed the case initiation date
was significantly before the referral date per the RAPIDS system. When
projected this equals approximately 18,132 cases in the OSCAR system.
The BCSE currently operates a State Disbursement Unit (SDU) as required by
Federal Code that uses two bank accounts maintained with J.P. Morgan Chase
(JPMC) to accept payments made by both employers and by private citizens.
During this process, the BCSE will accept payments that are returned as NonSufficient Funds (NSF). During our test of NSF payments, we were unable to
trace and identify one payment for $90 to its respective bank statement.

Criteria:

W.V. Code §48-18- 105, as amended, states in part:
“General duties and powers of the bureau for child support
enforcement.
In carrying out the policies and procedures for enforcing the
provisions of this chapter, the bureau shall have the following
power and authority:
…. (16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing;…. (Emphasis
Added)”
The Code of Federal Regulations Title 45, Part 303, Section 02, Subpart b states
in part,

6

IV-A cases refer to Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF). These cases are referred by the Bureau of Children and Families (BCF) as
a result of a TANF applicant having a need to establish a support order. It is required by WV law that the TANF applicant assign their support
rights over to the state to allow for the state to recoup some of the cost of assistance.
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“For all cases referred to the IV-D agency or applying for
services under § 302.33 of this chapter, the IV-D agency must,
within no more than 20 calendar days of receipt of referral of a
case or filing of an application for services under § 302.33, open
a case by establishing a case record and, based on an
assessment of the case to determine necessary action:”
(Emphasis Added)
Cause:

We requested the BCSE provide us the missing applications noted above. We
also informed them if no application was present that the underlying document
to initiate the case along with the relevant code section should be made
available for review. The BCSE did not send the necessary documents in the
cases noted above.
In regard to referrals sent using the RAPIDS system that were noted as having a
case initiation date prior to the referral date, the OSCAR system only maintains
the most recent referral from the RAPIDS system and cases can be referred
multiple times. We requested information from the BCF’s RAPIDS system as the
information is not contained in the OSCAR system. DHHR-MIS was not able to
provide us the necessary referrals as the RAPIDS system does not keep track of
referral dates made to the OSCAR system. Confirmation dates are not
equivalent to the referral dates. The documents relating to the $90 payment
could not be provided as a result of PayConnexion not maintaining the
necessary documents.

Effect:

For those cases without an application, referral, or narrative, we are unable to
determine if the case was properly initiated as required by Federal Code.
Without documentation related to the deposit of funds, we are unable to
determine if the funds were properly deposited.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and
ensure documentation necessary to determine if support orders and
applications/referrals were inputted in a timely manner are maintained. Also,
we recommend the BCSE comply with Title 45, Part 303, Section 02, Subpart b
of the Code of Federal Regulations and ensure records are maintained
documenting applications have been entered within 20 days as required.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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Finding 14:

Inadequate Segregation of Controls

Condition:

Adequate segregation of duties reduces the likelihood that errors (intentional or
unintentional) will remain undetected by providing for separate processing by
different individuals at various stages of a transaction and for independent
reviews of the work performed.
During our audit, we noted such incompatible duties in receipts processed
through the manual processing account.7 For these receipts, one BCSE
employee was responsible for the initial receipt of manual processing monies,
for entering the payments into the accounting records, and for depositing the
receipts into the bank account. This employee was also responsible for
processing refunds for certain cases. The BCSE was unable to provide any
records documenting the performance of external reviews of this employee’s
work. Approximately, $1.16 million was deposited into the manual processing
account during state fiscal year 2010.

Criteria:

WV Code §5A-8-9 states in part:
“The head of each agency shall:
…(b) Make and maintain records containing adequate and
proper documentation of the organization, functions, policies,
decisions, procedures and essential transactions of the agency
designed to furnish information to protect the legal and
financial rights of the State and of persons directly affected by
the agency’s activities. . . .”

Cause:

The BCSE permitted one employee to process all receipt and accounting
functions for the manual processing account. In addition, there was inadequate
management oversight of duties performed by this employee.

Effect:

Adequate segregation of duties reduces the likelihood that errors (intentional or
unintentional) will remain undetected by providing for separate processing by
different individuals at various stages of a transaction and for independent
reviews of the work performed. The basic idea underlying segregation of duties
is that no single employee should be in a position both to perpetrate and
conceal errors or irregularities in the normal course of their duties. In general,
the principal incompatible duties to be segregated are: authorization, custody of
assets, and recording or reporting of transactions.
One BCSE employee was responsible for receipt, recording and deposit of
approximately $1.16 million. In addition, no independent review of this
employees’ work was documented. Therefore, opportunities existed for the
employee to both perpetrate and conceal errors or irregularities in the normal
course of his/her duties.

7

Monies processed by SDU through the repayment account.
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Recommendation:

Spending Unit’s
Response:

We recommend that BCSE comply with W.V. Code §5A-8-9(b) and strengthen
internal controls to help reduce the risk of skimming or theft. This can be
achieved by assigning another employee(s) who could help implement controls
such as authorizations, reconciliations, and review or oversight of work.

See Appendix B
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Finding 15

Special Handled Checks.

Condition:

Generally, vendors are paid by State agencies by electronic fund transfers or by
State checks mailed to vendors directly from the State Treasurer’s Office.
However, when an agency designates payments as “special handling,” the
checks are returned or picked up by the agencies and agency personnel are
responsible for delivery of the checks to vendors. Generally, due to the
additional risk of fraud or loss, as well as the increased costs in processing paper
checks, special handling disbursements should only be used when the additional
costs and risks associated with their use can be justified.
While reviewing BCSE disbursements for State Fiscal Year (SFY) 2009, we noted
the DHHR Finance Division processed 96 checks by “special handling;” whereas,
the expenditures were either exclusively paid from BCSE accounts, or the
expenditures were allocated in part to BCSE funds in combination with funds of
other DHHR bureaus and divisions. We believe the DHHR did not have sufficient
reasons in order to justify the “special handling” of 81 of these checks totaling
$186,171 in disbursements, as listed below:








Criteria:

Twenty workers compensation checks totaling $33,386;
Three unemployment compensation checks totaling $2,552;
Ten payments to contractors totaling $69,973;
Thirty-one association dues or professional membership fee checks totaling
$7,750;
Eight postal and freight checks totaling $28,500;
Eight computer equipment and supply checks totaling $41,206;
One book/periodical expenditure check in the amount of $2,804.

WV Code §5A-8-9 states in part:
“The head of each agency shall:
. . . (b) Make and maintain records containing adequate and
proper documentation of the organization, functions, policies,
decisions, procedures and essential transactions of the agency
designed to furnish information to protect the legal and
financial rights of the State and of persons directly affected by
the agency’s activities. . . .”
WV Code §12-3-1a, as amended, states in part:
“ Payment by deposit in bank account.
“…Provided, That after the first day of July, two thousand two,
the State Auditor shall cease issuing paper warrants except for
income tax refunds. After that date all warrants except for
income tax refunds, shall be issued by electronic funds transfer:
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Provided, however, That the Auditor, in his or her discretion,
may issue paper warrants on an emergency basis.”
Cause:

The Director of DHHR-Accounts Payable stated some checks were received by
the BCSE in order to attach additional documentation or to hand-deliver them in
order to prevent the checks from being late. However, DHHR/BCSE was unable
to provide sufficient examples or explanations to justify these checks to be
special handled.

Effect:

DHHR-Finance designated 84 checks totaling $186,225 as “special handling”
without sufficient justification for doing so. There is an increased risk State
checks may be lost or stolen when designated for “special handling”.

Recommendation:

We recommend the DHHR and the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §5A-8-9 and
W.V. Code §12-3-1a, as amended, and avoid processing payments by “special
handling” unless circumstances justify such processing.

Spending Unit’s
Response:

See Appendix B
Also, see Appendix A for Auditor’s Comment to Response
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STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE AUDITOR, TO WIT:

I, Stacy L. Sneed, CPA, CICA, Director of the Legislative Post Audit Division, do hereby
certify that the report appended hereto was made under my direction and supervision, under the
provisions of the West Virginia Code, Chapter 4, Article 2, as amended, and that the same is a true and
correct copy of said report.
Given under my hand this_______21st

_____ day of ___

_July _______2012.

Stacy L. Sneed, CPA, CICA, Director
Legislative Post Audit Division

Copy forwarded to the Secretary of the Department of Administration to be filed as a public record.
Copies forwarded to the Bureau of Child Support Enforcement; the Department of Health and Human
Resources; Governor; Attorney General; and State Auditor.

WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

Appendix A
Auditor’s Comments to Spending Unit’s Response
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Auditor’s Comment to Finding 4 Response:
As we stated in our finding, the BCSE has no practical method of determining
how much money is owed either to the State or to the State’s public assistance
programs in the form of BCSE receivables resulting from BSCE’s operation of the
State’s support enforcement program. However, there are indications amounts
owed are significant since the BCSE wrote-off as uncollectable approximately
$1.87 million in receivables in March 2008. A write-off of debt owed the State is
not just a cost to the State—it is also a cost for the State’s taxpayers. Therefore,
we believe DHHR and BCSE have a responsibility to the taxpayers of this State to
use those methods permissible under Federal and State regulations to limit the
accumulation of uncollectable debt.
Auditor’s Comment to Finding 5 Response:
We requested the BCSE’s documentation procedures. Upon our review of these
procedures, we noted a retention schedule that listed items not to be retained
in the case files, such as attorney letters and moving child forms. In addition,
emails communicating authorization to perform functions between various
BCSE personnel, such as the discharge of a repayment agreement, are not
maintained as matter of policy, as evidenced by the BCSE’s scanning policy. We
were also referred by BCSE personnel to the BCSE’s State Plan. Upon our review,
we found no additional documentation retention procedures within this plan.
In addition, we reviewed Appendix C of the BCSE policy manual including a
“General Retention Schedule” noted as an exhibit in the Appendix. After
reviewing the documents and procedures noted above, it is our opinion the
BCSE’s document retention procedures remain insufficient.
We informed BCSE of instances of missing documents prior to the close of field
work; however, many of these documents were not provided until after our exit
conference was held on July 17, 2012. Although we accepted some of these
documents, the late arrival of other documents prevented us from performing
audit tests
Auditor’s Comment to Finding 6 Response:
On multiple occasions we requested the BCSE provide us with their calculations
supporting base compensation amounts paid to PSI. Although BCSE personnel
told us they had these documents, they were not provided to us.
Auditor’s Comment to Finding 8 Response:
All of the NCPs in the cases noted in our finding owed in excess of $500 and, in
one-half of the cases noted, the NCPs owed in excess of $5,000. Available
assets exceeded $500 in all but one case. The Federal Office of Child Support
Enforcement’s guide for Automated Systems for Child Support Enforcement
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(October 2008) states that “…an aggressive FIDM process can have collateral
benefits such as settlements, locations, and re-starting of on-time payments….”
Therefore, we believe seizure of NCP assets was the appropriate course of
action in the cases noted in our finding when considering the arrearage
amounts owed by the NCPs and the available assets uncovered through FIDM.
Auditor’s Comment to Finding 13 Response:
As noted in our comments to the BCSE’s response to Finding #5, in our opinion
the BCSE’s documentation retention policies are inadequate. In regards to the
assertion that some cases were not compliant with the 20 day rule, we were
unable to substantiate this assertion in the cases noted in Finding 13 due to
inadequate documentation. Also, due to the time required for testing, we were
unable to perform test procedures on the applications received after the date of
our exit conference with the BCSE. We noted some documents represented by
BCSE as support applications did not conform to the usual applications or
referrals we observed during our field work. Due to this and time constraints,
we were unable to verify nine documents as valid replacements for applications.
An additional six documents were not provided in their entirety by the BCSE.
These fifteen documents are noted as exceptions in Finding #13.
In reference to BCSE’s assertion that the OSCAR system documents case
creation dates, we were unable to corroborate the case creation dates by other
information either within the system or outside of it. DHHR-MIS system
personnel, when asked, could not provide information from the DHHR’s RAPIDS
computer system that would corroborate the case creation dates recorded in
the OSCAR system in all instances. Therefore, we were unable to independently
verify if case creation dates noted in OSCAR system were correct.
Auditor’s Comment to Finding 15 Response:

The agency indicated in their responses that circumstances warranted
the “special handling” of checks for all of exceptions noted in our finding.
They provided explanations for all the types of special handled
disbursements noted in our finding. However, we believe the reasons
provided by the agency to not justify the special handling of checks.
For example, for worker’s compensation checks and unemployment checks the
agency said special handling was necessary because they were “time sensitive.”
Based on our experience, there would be no decrease in the delivery time of
special handled checks versus those mailed from the Treasurer’s Office.
Although, we cannot rule out the possibility of time savings if such special
handled checks were hand-delivered by the agency, we contend any time saved
would be minimal and not warrant the additional risk and cost involved in
special handling these checks.
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Also, the agency stated payments to a contractor needed to be special handled
because the “address on the invoice was different than the address on the
commitment document.”
It is our understanding entries can be easily
effectuated in WVFIMS to overcome situations where a vendor mailing address
is not the same as the vendor address recorded in the commitment document.
Therefore, special handling is not required.
Finally, the agency contended payments for DHHR postage meters need to be
special handled because “the vendor (Pitney Bowes) will not load postage until
the United States Postal Office (USPS) has been paid. Vendor further requires
the state warrant be made payable to the USPS but sent to them (vendor) so
they may personally tender it to the USPS.” But, the Legislative Auditor’s Office
does not special handle checks for their postage machines. Rather, checks are
made payable to “Reserve Account Pitney Bowles” and mailed directly from the
State Treasurer’s Office with no special handling required.
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WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU OF CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT

Appendix B
Spending Unit’s Response to Findings
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July 20, 2012

Stacy l. Sneed, CAP, CICA, Director
Legislative Post Audit Division
Building 1, Room W-329
1900 Kanawha Blvd ., E.
Charleston, WV 25301
Dear Director Sneed:
Attached please find BCSE's responses to the final Reportable Compliance and Other Matters
section of the completed audit report on the Bureau for Child Support Enforcement.
As you requested, we are providing you with our response via electronic copy.

GMJ/bk

cc: Aaron Allred, Legislative Auditor
Rocco S. Fucillo. OHHR Cabinet Secretary
Tara Buckner, CFO for OHHR
Brian Cassis, Manager of Internal Control and Policy Development-DHHR finance
Kimberly Merritt, Interna l Control and Policy Development-OHHR Finance
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Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capi tol Stree t, Room 147
Charleston. West Virginia 25301 -3703
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Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX: (304) 558-2445
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Bank Account Reconciliations
The Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) does not agree in total w ith this
finding. Initially, the Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) completed an
independent daily reconcilement of the various components that impact the
balances of bank accounts maintained atJPMorganChase (JPMC.) Cash settlement
requirements set forth by the North American Clearing House Association (NACHA)
for electronic payments necessitate multiple reconciling processes. Upon the
auditor's suggestion this process was changed and a "checkbook" style
reconcilement implemented . This process uses a format that shows a beginning
balance pJus credits, minus debits and leads to an ending balance. The beginning
and ending account balances obtained from the JPMorganChase (JPMC) daily
account statement are cross referenced to the JPMC ledger balances as reported
through the JPMC Access System on the Cash Reporting-Summary of Accounts
Report. Debits to our operating account are listed as either outgoing electronic
transmjssions, checks paid or adjustments and rejects. These debits are all
enumerated on the JPMC daily statement and reconciled to OSCAR's WE03PW16
report for checks paid and the OSCAR WEPW14RPT3 report for outgoing electronic
transm issions. Electronic transmissions are segregated by point o f destination
(out of state agencies, debit card or direct deposits) and reconciled to the JPMC
daily statement and ledger balances. Similarly, credits are in the form of checks or
electronic receipts. The receipting process is subcontracted to Systems and
Methods, Inc. (SMI). SMI' s daily receipt files totals are accessed through the SMI
sec.ure web portal. These totals are reco nciled to OSCAR's receipt file
(WE03PW02) and to JPMC's daily statement and ledger balances. In addition to
the daily process, BCSE completes the required annual GAAP reconcilement forms
and submits them to the Department's aGcounting section. Although the
reconciling process is completed by function, BCSE agrees OSCAR is not designed
to provide information on overall balances held within its bank accounts. BCSE
further agrees to explore the possibility of enhancing OSCAR to provide t his
information.
BCSE also agrees that closer monitoring of its inactive BB& T account during the
audit period may have prevented unauthorized debits into the account . Upon
learning that una uthorized debits had taken place, BCSE notified the DHHR
Inspector General (IG). Documentation and evidence were provided to the IG
and an investigation opened . A suspect was indentified and investigated. The
DHHR IG' s office subsequently obtained and perfected a lien against the suspect
in the amount of the unauthorized debits. The IG's office now considers this
investigation closed. A copy of the investigative file has been requested and is
forthcoming.

JULY 2012

BCSE CASH MANAGEMENT DATA
$5,644,894
$5,239,205

MEAN
MEDIAN
DATE

Opening Ledger

07102
07103
07/04
07/05
07106
07/09
07110
07/11
07/12
07/1 3
07/16
07/17
07/18
07/19
07120
07123
07/24
07/25
07/26
07127
07/30
07/31

$5,394,792
$4,837,755

$4,997,323
$4,562,300
Closeing Available

Closing Ledger

$6,707.370.28
$6,795,106.80
$8,162,250.02
$4,629,222.07
$5,309,642.12
$5.239,204.67
$4,837,754.89
$4,829,423.83
$4,294.072.05

$397.668
$298,077

$6,795,106.80
$8,162,250.02
'$4,629,222.07
$5,309,642.12
$5.239.204J57
54.837,754.89
$4,829.423.83
$4.294,072.05
$4,456,449.39
·-

Total Float
1 Day Float
$268,436.96
$244 .044
5734.248.71
$667.816
5513,036.31
$469.094
$314,646.48
$288,802
5524,963.49 $565.980
$275,654.44
$254,927
'$298,076.81
$271.412
$261 ,646.62
$239,021
$263.404
S288..J0524
$000
..........

$6.526,869.84
$7,428.201 .31
$4,116.385.76
$4,995, 195 . ~
$4,614.441 .18
$4,562 ,300.45
$4,531 .547.02
$4,032,625.43
$4,168,344.1 5
..

-

-

-

--

-

-

- $0.00

so.oo
so.oo

$0.00

so.oo
so.oo
so.oo
so.oo
$0.00

·-

--

.

-

-

2 Day Float
$24.393
$66,433
$43.942
$25.844
$58.983
$20.728
$26,665
$22.626
S24.902

so.oo

-

~

$34,946
$25,844

~

-~

-

$362,722
$271.412

- so.oo

$0.00

sooo
Opening available plus dail
credits minus dally debits =
closing ledger minus float :
closed available.

OUTG-OING ACH COUNTS
JPMC FILE RECORDS

OSCAR FilE RECORDS
DATE

06/01 /2012
06/04/2012
06/05/2012
06/06/201 2
06/07/201 2
06/08/2012
06/11/201.2
06/1212012
06/13/2012
06/14/2012
06/15/2012
06/18/2012
06/1 9/201 2
06/20/2012
06/21/2012
06/22/201 2
06/25/2012
06/26/2012
06/27/2012
06/28/2012
06/29/2012

TOTALS

OOS Record

DD Record

DC Record

TOTAL

JPMC Debit File

Reversal

$60,949.95
$141 ,632.10
$140,968.91
$48,889.64
$42,290.12
$37. 302.51
$25,044.25
$72,228.05
$35,017.28
$37,449.16
$38,780.91
$30,401 .85
$60,844.74
$28,806.56
$29,846.53
$38,593,18
$42,796.13
$65,465.90
$32 ,023.36
$36.463.41
$29,1 80.89

$219,152.13
$1 ,596,291 .33
$757 ,338.63
$191 ,039.16
$189.884.39
$191 ,74128
$1.16.704.41
$303,366.73
$134.814.34
$140.483.10
$165.310.69
$179,688.69
$301 ,548.61
$147.198.28
$124,34 1.42
$146.640.96
$93.680.14
$228,730.86
$115,759.51
$161 ,949.90
5117,253.49

$407.628.80
$2.310.944.64
$1 .305,323.87
$365,347.50
$367,331 .89
$361.5.04.47
$249.410.56
$561.865.97
$284,417.88
$282 ,315.42
$316,340.68
$293.430.03
$582,532.80
$269,031.46
$240.110_24
$306.578.08
$198.713.20
$479.971 .29
$216,683.03
$254.412.44
$287,570.72

S687. 730.88
$4.048,868.07
$2.203.631.41
$605,276.30
$599,506.40
5590.548.26
$391 .159.22
$937,460.75
$454,249.50
$460.247.68
$520.432.28
$503.520.57
$944.926.15
$445,036.30
$394.298.19
$491.812.22
$335,189.47
$774 ,168.05
$364.465.90
$452,825.75
$434.005.10
$0.00
$0.00

$687.730.88
$4,048,868.07
$2 ,203,828.77
$605,276.30
$599,506.40
$590,548.26
$391 ,159.22
$937.460.75
$454,249.50
$460,247.68
$520.432.28
$503.520.57
$944.926.15
$445.036.30
$394,298.19
$491 ,812.22
$335,189.47
$774,168.05
$364,465.90
$452,825.75
$434.005.10

SO.OO
$0.00
$197.36
$0.00
$0.00
SO.OO
$0.00
SO.OO
$0.00
$0.00

$1 ,074,975. 43

$5.622.918.05

$9,941,464 .97

$16,639,358.45

$16.639,555.81

$197.36

so.oo
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0._00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

so.oo

WEO OSCAR PROD PW14 RPT3 (6)
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU FOR CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
JPM CHASE ACH OUTGOING COUNTS
06/29/12

TOTAL RECORDS

4,129

TOTAL CREDIT AMOUNT

$

434 , 005.10

TOTAL oos RECORDS

302

TOTAL oos AMOUNT

s

29.180.89

TOTAL DIR DEP RECORDS

884

TOTAL DIR DEP At-10UNT

$

117,253.49

TOTAL D CARD AMOUNT

s
s

287,570.72

TOTAL D CARD RECORDS

2,934

TOTAL REVERSAL RECORDS

0

TOTAL PRENOTE RECORDS

9

TOTAL DEBIT AMOUNT

Page 1

0.00

Pag~
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J.P.Morgru1
Cash Reporting -

Balance Report

Business Date: 07/03/2(

Pri or Day

Bank:

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N·.A. (OH)

Account Number :
Account Name:

~

Currency: US Do llar

LAST UPDATE : 03:25 NY TIME 0'7/04/2012

DISTRIBUTION ACCT
LEDGER

SAME DAY

NEXT DAY

OPENING

6.795.106.80

6.770.913.92

24 .392.88

CREDITS (5534)

1,844,292.09

1,134.436.26

643.422.87

477,148.87

477.148.87

0.00

8 ,162.250.02

7.428.201.31

667,815.75

Summary:

DEBITS (171)
CLOSING
Summary of Other Balances

OPENING ON 07105/2012
TOTAL FLOAT

8,096,017.06
734.248,7'1

AGGREGATE FLOAT ADJUSTMENT
CLOSING BALANCE - 3+ DAYS FL T
TOTAL LOCK BOX CREDITS
TOTAL ACH CREDIT
ACH SETILEMENT CREDITS
TOTAL OTHER CHECK DEPOSITS
ACH SETTLEMENT DEBITS
TOTAL CHECKS PAID
PREVIOUS MONTH
AVERAGE THIS MONTH

200.00
000
2.072.05
I ,100,124 14
535.48
74 1.560.42
434,005. 10
43.143.77
5,234, 720.98
6 ,777,668.61
4 ,781 ,888.98

YEAR-TO-DATE

https://L,sportal.jpmurgan.com/pp/pp/ RJ>T/actuatc activewrtal/scrvlct/Vic~ Pa~c?i~Prn~t't;," .

11~ r: 0 I.

DAILY DEPOS'IT RECONCILE.ME·NT
DATE
06/01/2012

JPMC
LocJ<box Crds
Check Dep.

$708.10
$385.755.87

Dep. Outside
Lock box

$0.00

Unsent Debits

$0.00

TOTAL

OSCAR

SMI

$3~6. 463 .97

Reg . Dep

5386.463.97

Deposits

$625,493.91

so.oo

Unsent Debits

SO.OO

Prior Day Sent

$0.00

Prior Day Sent

$0.00

DbL Outside
Lockbox

EFT Settlemecnt

$239,029.94

$0.00
Dbt. Outside Lkbx

SO.OO
$386.463.97

Unsent Debits

$386,463.97

Difference
JPMC to SMI

SO.OO

JPMC to OSCAR

(SO.OO)

SMI to OSCAR

$0.00

Unsent Debits
This report was generated 06/01/2012 at 02:17:52 by tammi.bostic using the ronawing critena:
Through Date: 06l01/2012

There a re n o records to display.

Prior Day Debit Sent Today
This report was generated 06/01120 12 at 02:24 :26 by tammi.boslic using the following criteria:
Date: 06/01/2012

There a r e no recor ds to display.
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JPMC CHECKS CASHED RECONCILEMENT

/

TODAY

JPMC Daily Statement
Opening Balance

$5,895.712.10

Credits

$1 .321 .780.50

Debits

$510.122.32

Ending Balance

Checks Paid
Returns
ACH Debits
MISC.
Scanning Error
Outgoing Trans
TOTAL
Pay Con Retn.
• Entcies not reflected

$6,707.370.28

JPMC
$60.004.82
$280.00
$364.465.90
$85.371 .60
$0.00
$0.00
.! 510.1.f2}2
$0.00
$0.00

in OSCAR

DIFFERENCE

06/29/201 2

.$0.00

(Statement)
(Statement)

OSCAR
$60,134.42
$280.00
$364.465.90
$85,371 .00
$0.00
$0.00
$510,251 .3f_

.

SO.OO

(WE03PW16)
Returns'
(WEPW14 RPT3)
MISC.
Scanned Twice
Outgoing transfer"
TOTAl
Pay Connection Returns

$12.9.00 ~Entries that will not
be reflected in OSCAR
$0.00

J.P. Morga11
·C ash Reporting -

Business Date: 06/29/2(

Balanc·e Report

Prior Day

Bank:

JPMorgan Chase Bank. N.A. (OH)

Account Number:
Account Name:

Currency:. US DQIIar

LAST UPDATE: 03:54 NY TIME 06/30/2012
- ACCT
LEDGER

Summary·

S/\ME DAY

NEXT DAY

OPENING

5.895,71.2.10

5.872.289.66

23.622.44

CREDITS (2062)

1,321.780.50

, ,016.367.34

275.029 .48

510,122.32

510.122.32

0.00

6 ,707.370.28

6 ,378.534 68

298.651 .92

DEBITS (182)
CLOSING

2•

Summary of Other Balances

OPENING ON 07/0212012
TOTAL FLOAT
AGGREGATE FLOAT ADJUSTMENT
CLOSING BALANCE · 3+ DAYS FLT
TOTAL LOCK BOX CREDITS
TOTAL ACH CREDIT
ACH SETTLEMENT CREDITS
TOTAL OTHER CHECK DEPOSITS
ACH SETTLEMENT DEBITS
TOTAL CHECKS PAID
TOTAL DEPOSITED ITEMS RETURND
TOTAL OTHERJMISC DEBITS
PREVIOUS MONTH
AVERAGE THIS MONTH
YEAR-TO-DATE

6,677,186 60
329.035.60

200.00
0 .00
1,775.10
993.953.59
5.031 .38
321.020 43
36;4,465.90
60.004 82

280.00
85.371 60
5 .353.694.82
5 .234.720.98
4,748,991.51
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WEO OSCAR PROD PW14 RPT3 (6)
STATE OF WEST VIRGINIA
BUREAU FOR CHILD SUPPORT ENFORCEMENT
JPM CHASE ACH OUTGOING COUNTS

06/27/12

TOTAL RECORDS

3.269

TOTAL CREDIT AMOUNT

$

364,465.90

TOTAL 005 RECORDS

268

TOTAL 005 AMOUNT

$

32 ,023.36

TOTAL DIR DEP RECORDS

755

TOTAL OIR DEP AMOUNT

s

115,759.51

TOTAL D CARD AMOUNT

$

216,683.03

TOTAL DEBIT AMOUNT

s.

ll5.38

TOTAL D CARD RECORDS

2,242

TOTAL REVERSAL RECORDS

1

TOTAL PRENOTE RECORDS

3

Page 1

Page I of2

J.P.Morga11
Cash Reporting -

Balance Report

Business Date: 07/09/2(

Prior Day

Bank:

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (OH)

Account Number:
Account Name:

~NACCT

Summary:

Currency: US Dollar
LAST UPDATE: 03:38 NY TIME 07/10/2012

LEDGER

SAME DAY

NEXT DAY

5,309.642 12

5.283.997.70

25.844.42

965,299.24

366.180.17

540,135.85

DEBITS (177)

1.035. 736 69

1.035, 736 69

0.00

CLOSING

5,239,204.67

4.614,441 .18

565,980.27

OPENING
CREDITS (1309)

2t

Summary of Other Balances
OPENING ON 07/10/2012
TOTAL FLOAT
AGGREGATE FLOAT ADJUSTMENT
CLOSING BALANCE - 3~ DAYS FLT
TOTAL LOCK BOX CREDITS
TOTAL ACH CREDlT
ACH SETTLEMENT CREDITS
TOTAL OTHER CHECK DEPOSITS
TOTAL OTHERIMISC CREDIT
ACH SETTLEMENT DEBITS
TOiAL CHECKS PAID
TOTAL DEPOSITED ITEMS RETURND
PREVIOUS MONTH
AVERAGE THIS MONTH
YEAR· TO-DATE

5.180.421 45
624.963.49

200.00
201 ,30

201 .30
325.065.46
6.600.19
633.432.29
0.00
1,008,301 .53
26.841 .92

593.24
5,234, 720.98
5,719.602 33
4,794.727.10
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Finding 2:

Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capito l Street. Room 147
Charleston, Wesl Virginia 25301-3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX : (304) 558-2445
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Commingled Bank Accounts
The Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) does not agree in total with this.
finding. Chitd Support receipts designated for the operating account are accompanied
by documentation identifying the source and purpose of the payment. In fact,
electronic receipts must have an addenda record attached before they can be sent or
received. The source of payment information is entered into various OSCAR screens
while the original documents are scanned and cross referenced to the appropriate
case. These records are available on a case by case basis. Similarly, receipt
information for the manual processing account is entered onto an EXCEL spreadsheet.
This daily spreadsheet identifies transactions by case name and number. It also
includes the date ot deposit, date of posting, amount and type of activity. This
spreadsheet is also reconciled to the JPMorganChase (JPMC) daily statement and
ledger balances. Individual case track narratives and financial entries are made when
appropriate. Monies are ultimately deposited into the manual processing account or
the operating account depending on the nature of the deposit so as to maintain the
integrity of the purpose of the accounts. The manual processing account balances are
tracked and segregated as either program income or case processing funds. Program
income data is captured and reported to the Federal Office ot Child Support
Enforcement on the Federal OCSE 396a report. Case processing funds are also tracked
through the aforementioned EXCEL spreadsheet. The dollar amount of transfers from
the manual processing account to the operating account are mathematically
determined by adjusting program income off the manual processing spreadsheet.
BCSE agrees OSCAR is not designed to provide information on overall balances held
within it' s bank accounts. However, the data is currently available in OSCAR in a
format that is beneficial to the agency, but is not currently available in the format
requested by the auditors. That particular form.at does not provide any discernable
benefit to the agency. BCSE further agrees to explore the possibility of enhancing
OSCAR to provide this information.

DA-ILY· REPAYMENT LOCKBOX RECON'CILEMENT
BUS. DATE

JUNE 29, 2012
JPMC

.BEGINJNG BALANCE

BCSE
DIFFERENCE

$4,617 ,394.45

DEPOSITS

$394.67

DISBURSEMENTS

$0.00

RETURNS

$0.00

ENDING BALANCE

BCSE
DEPOSIT LOG

$394.67

$0.00'

$4,6J 7.789.12

REONCILEMENT NARRATIVE:

Attachment
Finding #2
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Finding 3:

Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street, Room 147
Charleston. West Virginia 25301 -3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX: (304) 558-2445
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Unsupported transfers totaling $1,557,064.
The DHHR would once again like to reaffirm that the monies intercepted by
the Tax Department from taxpayers who owe arrearages for outstanding
child support and deposited by the Tax Department into Fund 5075 have
indeed been disposed of properly. The amount of tax intercept monies
that are due to custodial parents are paid to each parent in accordance
with court orders and in compliance with the Code of Federal Regulations
at 45 CFR 302 .51 (Distribution of support collections) and 45 CFR 304.26
(Determination of Federal share of collections). The "Condition" statement
within the finding mentions an audit trai l and lack of documentation, which
is not completely accurate as it relates to the proper allocation of the
monies. While the tax intercept [dollars) might lose their identity after
transferring out of Fund 5075, the fact that the Online Statewide
Collections and Receipts System tracks those tax intercepts (by amount)
and provides an audit trail w ith respect to whether t he custodial parent
received the money (proper disposition) should prove as sufficient
evidence towards our compliance with the aforementioned regula tions.

The DHHR ut ilizes an outside bank account to make the payment to the
custodial parent as it relates to the tax intercep_t monies we receive from
the Tax Department. The DHHR began the process of using funds already
deposited within the outside bank account instead of the actual tax
intercept dollars; subsequently, we would reclassify the intercept dollars
and transfer the monies from Fund 5075 to Funds 5360. 5094, 8722, 5065,
5072 or 5362. The OHHR bega n this process because the Tax Department
deposits those monies into Fund 5075 and the DHHR was under the
assumption that we were not permitted to transfer money out of Fund
5075 and into an outside bank account. With respect to the auditors
concern over the identity of the tax intercept monies and related
recommendation in prior correspondence that t he DHHR deposit the tax
intercept monies into our outside bank account, the DHHR has recently
learned that this would in, fact be permissible by the State Auditor's Office,
the State Treasurer's OHice and the Tax Department. The DHHR has
already begun discussions with the State Auditor's Office and the Tax
Department with respect to these efforts, whereby instead of the Tax
Department depositing the tax intercept monies into Fund 5075, they will
submit a paper warrant to the Bureau for Child Support Enforcement for
deposit into the outside bank account.
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Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street, Room 147
Charleston, West Virg inia 25301-3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX: (304) 558-2445
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Recordkeeping & Collection Procedures for BCSE Accounts Receivables
CONDITION (as stated by the Audit)

Due to variety of circumstances incurred in administering the support
enforcement program, the BCSE accumulates accounts receivables due primarily
from caretakers, non-custodial parents and employers of non-custodial parents.
In regards to these receivables, we noted the following:
(1) BCSE records do not sufficiently document and track receivables owed to
BCSE;and
(2) BCSE repayment proced~res do not fully employ adequate measures
permissible under Federal and State laws and guidelines to effectively
recoup receivables.
Our conclusions are based on the following :
•

The BCSE was unable to provide us with an accounts receivable
report . Therefore, we could not secure a list of debtors, we could not
establish the age of the receivab les, nor could we efficiently
determine the total amount of receivables due BCSE for any given
poi nt in time;

•

The BCSE does not currently have a centralized m ethod of tracking
and preserving all signed repayment agreements.

•

The source deemed to be most complet e in regards to outstanding
receivables was the Central Auditing Unit's (CAU) database. However,
this database does not conta in all relevant information as noted in
the r epayment agreement;

•

Th e BCSE does not currently use all of the collection m ethods
avai lable to it permitted by either Federal code or West Virginia code
to recoup overpayments. Such available methods not in use by BCSE
include:

o

Obtaining upfront permrssron from the CT during the initial
application process whereas the CT agrees to allow the BCSE
'to recoup any overpayments made to the CT from subsequent
BCSE receipts of support mon ies for the case;

o

In lieu of such upfront permission, assuming such permission
is granted by default when no response is received within a
reasonable time after a third letter has been mailed to the CT
asking for permission recoup overpayments made to the CT;
Issuing an income withholding (wage garnishment order) to
the CT's employer to recoup the amount of an overpayment if
certain other avenues of collection have been tried and prove
to be ineffective or not applicable. Since this is not an attempt
to divert support payments, the CT's ,permission is not
required;

o

BCSE Response:
The BCSE agrees that it is unable to provide a comprehensive and fully current report
on outstanding receivables. The Bureau agrees that it lacks a fully coordinated effective
system for managing and documenting the debts owed to the agency. This task is
completed in significant part by manual processes, not in an integrated accounts
receivable bookkeeping system. NSF related debts are handled by different staff using
a different data base than are debts owed by caretakers. The BCSE is able to provide
such information in piecemeal fashion i.e. the agency has a working record of individual
debts but lacks the capacity to provide an overall report.
The repayment agreement procedure applies to caretaker debts and not to efforts to
recover funds from failed remittances that are based on bad checks or the reversal of a
remittance by the IRS. A different process applies to debts owed to the Bureau based
on a failed receipt. A civil action against an employer is the most common method
used to secure payment from an employer who has not cooperated in satisfying a debt
caused by a payment that was returned for non-sufficient funds.
• The BCSE does not currently hove o centralized method of tracking and preserving all
signed repayment agreements.

BCSE Response: The Bureau agrees that it does not have a centralized method of
tracking and preserving all signed repayment agreements. The Bureau does not
believe that there is a need or reason for the central office to have either the original or
a copy of each of these agreements. The signed agreement is part of the case record

housed in the local office to w hich the caret aker's case is assigned. The Repayment
Agreement is includ ed in the imaged record associated with the caretaker's case . The
existence of a signed agreement is noted in th e OSCAR system .
If there is a need for court action regarding an agreem ent, the m atter would proceed in
the count y with jurisdiction over a civil action between t he Bureau and t he caretaker.
The document w ith the original signature would be required to instit ute such action.
Legal action to secu re the debt owed t o t he Bureau is sometimes ad dressed in the
1
context of the Family Cou rt that has ju risdiction over th e caret aker S support o rder.

• The source deemed to be most complete in regards to outstanding receivables was
the Central Auditing Unit 's (CAU) database. However, this database does not contain
all relevant information as noted in the repayment agreement.
BCSE Response: The CAU database is the Ce ntral Audi t Unit's int ernal system for
managi ng the records related to requests for and the completion of m anua l changes to
case fi nancials records. While comp leted financial reviews do includ e a finding as to
whether a case involves a ca retaker repay d ebt, it does not contain any documentat ion
con cerni ng debts owed to t he Bureau based on failed receipts or IRS reversals o f
receipt s. It cont ains only information regard ing debts determined to be owed by
caretakers. It does no t include any information regard ing the collection s and credits
that have been applied to caretaker repayment debts.
Caretaker repayment debts are maintained in the OSCAR system in repay record (RPAY).
The OSCAR system does not contai n the repaym ent agree ment itself, since this is
a hard copy signed contract between t he Bureau and th e debtor. These are
mai ntained in paper and/or imaged format .

• The BCSE does not currently use all of the collection methods available to it
permitted by either Federal code or West Virginia code to recoup overpayments. Such
available methods not in use by BCSE include:
BCSE Response: The Burea u agrees th at it does not routinely use every possible remedy
that is available tit to recover debts owed by caretakers. Specific respon ses are m ade in
regard to specific remedies th at are referenced.

o Obtaining upfront permission from the CT during the initial application process
whereas the CT agrees to allow the BCSE to recoup any overpayments made to the CT
from subsequent BCSE receipts of support monies far the case;
BCSE Response: The BCSE long-form application for services includes a statement of
rights and responsibilities t hat is signed by caretaker s t hat states that the CT has the
respo n s~bility to repay amounts received in error, but it does not specifica lly authorize
recoupment from current support . Amending the long-form application for services

would only reach a small percentage of cases, because most BCSE cases are opened on
referrals from the IV-A agency or by a referral from the Circuit Clerks which Is a two
page application that does not contain thrs language. Neither of the latter processes
provides the Bureau with anything that can be construed as consent.
Further, OCSE PJQ-03-02 states that when the IV-0 agency seeks to obtain consent for
recoupment of an overpayment as part of the application process, the applicant must
be advised that "the consent is optional" and that JV-D services cannot be
conditioned on a consent to recoupment. Further, the BCSE asserts that it has made a
current support is one of the largest sources of income for low-income households
with children.

o Issuing an income withholding (wage garnishment order) to the CT's employer to
recoup the amount of an overpayment if certain other avenues of collection have been
tried and prove to be ineffective or not applicable. Since this is not on attempt to
divert support payments, the a's permission is not required;
BCSE Response: The Bureau in currently developing OSCAR functionality that will allow
it to implement procedures to recover overpayments to caretakers by an income
withholding to the debtor's employer.

• The BCSE does not have adequate procedures to determine If repayment debt is
owed.
BCSE Response: Every financial audit of a case includes a "caretaker accounting". The
BCSE accounting processes implemented by the CAU incorporates detailed procedures
for determining if a caretaker has been overpaid and whether the overpayment resu lts
in a debt to the Bureau. The Bureau does net agree with the statement that it "does not
have adequate procedures to determine if repayment debt is owed ." The BCSE also
has records of all account receivable debts that are based on a failed or reversed
receipt.

W. Va. Code §48-14-404, as amended, states in part:
"... If no arrearage exists with which to oflset the overpayment or the arrearage is not
sufficient to offset the overpayment and the obligee does not enter into a repayment
agreement with the Bureau for Child Support Enforcement~ the Bureau for Child
Support Enforcement may issue an income withholding to the obligee's employer to
recoup the amount of the overpayment.... " (Emphasis Added)
Bureau Response: The Bureau is in the processing of developing the system
functionality that will allow this process to be implemented.

CAUSE (as stated by the Audit)

According to the CFO for BCSE any possible BCSE repayment policy would be too
"unwieldy" due to the high volume ofBCSE overpayments and the complexity of the
lows regarding the determination and collection of repayment debt. We were also told
by the BCSE Assistant General Consul that the BCSE does not use wage garnishments
for overpaid CTs (reverse income withholdings) os o repayment method due to the
complexity the process would present in programming the OSCAR system to perform
this task.
BCSE Response: The BCSE has a r epayment policy; it routinely determines whether a
repayment debt is owed; is has OSCAR functionality for managing repayment s although
it is less than an optimal form of automated support for this activity; the Bureau h as a
procedure and forms for notifying caretakers that an overpaym ent has occurred; the
BCSE regularly notifies caretakers of repayment debts; the BCSE has secured fully
repayment of many caretaker repayment debt s.
The Bureau also has a current initiative to develop OSCAR programming to manage
income withholdings against caretakers to recover overpayments. The Bureau
acknowledges that its existing policy has some gaps and a revision of the repayment
policy is currently in process and will be finalized in connection with the implementation
of new system functionality governing the recovery of debts owed by caretakers.
The Bureau notes that the process for recovering overpayments to caretakers by income
withholding is a totally different process than a "reverse income withholdings" . The
latter is provided for §48-11-107 covering "Modification resulting in reduction and
overpayment of support ." This provision covers debts owed by a caretaker to an obligor
when a modification of a support order results in a judgment to the obligor for debt that
has been overpaid to the caretaker. This is th e process commonly referred to as a
"reverse income withholding".

EFFECT (as stated by the audit)
The BCSE's has no practical method of determining how much money is owed either to the State o r to
the State's public assistance programs in the form of BCSE receivables that have resulted during BSCE's
operation of the State's support enforcement program . Therefore, any rationale estimation as to the
potential cost to the State in uncollectable receivables resulting from BCSE's operation of enforcement
program cannot be reasonably calculated. However, some indication of the significance is given by the
fact that in March 2008, the BCSE wrote off as uncollectable approximately $1 .87 million in receivables
that originated within a three-year period of 1995 through 1997. This, in turn, necessitated a Legislative
annual appropriation of $300,000 each year from fiscal year 2009 through fiscal year 2013 in order to
off-set the costs of the write·offs.
Although, we cannot in any efficient manner determine the amount of outstanding receivables, we
believe the lack of comprehensive collection procedures has increased the amount or receivables th<H

have remained uncollected. Resulting write-offs of such uncollected debt has increased, and will further
increase, the cost to the State in running the State's support enforcement program .
BCSE Response: The BCSE agrees that it lacks a comprehensive system for reporting its total
outstanding receivables. The Bureau working with MIS is currently developing system
functionality that will allow it to better manage its accounts receivables and which will also be
able to provide reports concerning the type and reasons for debts, the age of debts, the
amounts recovered, etc.

RECOMMENDATION (as stated by the Audit) :
We recommend the BCSE comply with W. V. Code §48-18-105, as amended, and §48-14-404, as
amended. We also recommend BCSE employ those collection methods permitted by the Federal Office
of Child Support Enforcement's Action Transmittal97-l3 and clarified in their Policy Interpretation
Question PIQ-02-01. Finally, we recommend the BCSE implement a comprehensive procedure that
ensures appropriate record keeping.

BCSE Response: The Bureau has implemented the provisions in §48-14-404 regarding the
offsetting of caretaker overpayment debt against remaining arrears owed to the caretaker. The
Bureau is working with MIS to develop the system functionality that will allow it to implement
the income withholding provision authorized in this Section. The BCSE is currently testing a
new feature which will alert it when a payment is made by an entity which has repeated ly
tendered NSF checks. The functionality will allow for timely suspension of disbursements to
prevent a receivable from occurring in the first place.
The BCSE does not believe that it is feasible to implement a procedure to r--ecover caretaker
debt by withholding it from future collections of support. First, the process would require an
affirmative consent of the debtor. The Bureau already obtains signed "repayment agreements"
from caretakers who agree to cooperate in repaying their debts. Secondly, the process would
require the Bureau to set aside automated financial processing in affected cases and do
extensive manual manipulation of receipts in order to intercept a portion of future support
receipts received for the caretaker's case. This investment of resources to accomplish this
would greatly impair the ability of Bureau staff to maintain efficient and timely disbursement of
large amounts of support to other caretakers and divert efforts from expanding its collection
efforts for additional families.
Finally, the Bureau notes that the Deficit Reduction Act of 2005 very substantia lly changed the
federal statute and the federal regulations regarding the distribution of child support. That law
required states to pass on greater amounts of support that had previously been retained by
States to recover TANF benefits paid to families. Recovery of overpayments to caretakers by
taking a part of their future support benefits would certainly be in conflict with the spirit of the
Deficit Reduction Act if not in conflict with t he requi rements of the law itself.
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Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street, Room 147
Charleston, West Virginia 25301-3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX: (304) 558-2445
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Finding 5:

Inadequate Documentation Policies

Condition:

In addition to financial records documenting the collection and disbursement of
child and spousal support, there are additional documents generated in a typical
support case. The BCSE relies upon supporting documents maintained in
electronic format. During, our audit period the BCSE implemented an electronic
scanning system and for a portion of this audit period had to rely upon hard
copy case records to perform their duties. Case file records generated include,
but are not limited to, the following:
•

Applications requesting child support services;

•

Court Orders ruling on child support cases;

•

Correspondence to and from caretakers (CTs) and non -custodial parents
(NCPs} regarding decisions rendered and either actions taken or actions that
may be taken in regards to a case;

•

Correspondence to and from employers of NCPs regarding current or
possible future wage garnishment of NCPs as a means to secure support
obligations;

•

Information and completed forms maintained in either the Online Support,
Collections, and Reporting (OSCAR) system, the FormQUEST system , and
other information systems maintained by the BCSE.

In 26 of the 115 cases we tested for proper and compl~te documentation, we
noted one or more instances where documents either were mis.sing,
incomplete, or unauthorited. Also, we noted instances in which notations of
actions taken were not made to case files. Assuming our test results for our
sample are reflective of the entire population of approximately 281,000 closed
and current support cases, we estimated approximately 60,000 cases will have
at least one pertinent document not included in the case files.
ca~,~se:

Upon the request for a missing document, we were informed the only
document available in most cases must be reprinted and doesn' t repres:ent the

finished/final copy including any necessary signatures or endorsements by a
caseworker or other BCSE personnel. Upon communication with the BCSE, we
were informed that upon a case narrat ive's creation within the OSCAR system if
the document is not noted as being necessary per the scanning policies or per
the documentat ion retention policy it will not be maintained. This would
include notices of actions taken, and form letters sent to various parties related
to the case. In reference to the forms prepared using the FormQUEST system,
the BCSE does not currently retain all authorized FormQUEST documents in
their case ffies, they re ly upon the finalized unsigned documents.

Effect:

When certajn relevant case documents are not retained, information supporting
the proper completion of tasks related to administering a case cannot be
determined. These forms and documents offer evidence of those steps taken
by BCSE staff and others in administering child support cases are systematic,
rational and in accord with Federa l and State laws and guidelines. This, in turn,
limits the effectiveness of audits and management oversight of caseworker
performance. Also, failure to have a well-defined document retention policy
contributed to a lack of consistency in the documents retained in the case files
noted by us during the audit when comparing the files maintained by the
various BCSE caseworkers.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48·18-105, as amended, and
the Code of Federal Regulations Title 45 Section 302 .15 and ensure the BCSE
implement adequate documentation policies and internal controls governin,g
the maintenance, administration, and monitoring of t hese case files. Also, we
recommend the BCSE ensure all computerized systems relied upon to serve as a
case system of record Include the final authorized version of any documents
generated. Finally, we recommend the BCSE review their document retention
schedule to reflect the addition of new infonnation systems since this schedule
was last revised in November of200S.

BUREAU Response to Condition :
BUREAU FOR CHILD SUPPORT RESPONSE This Finding is based on WV Code
§48-18-105 which relates to the general duties and power s of the Bureau
for Child Support Enforcement, specifically paragraph (16) which provides
that the Bureau shall adopt st andards for record keeping. The Finding
seems to be based on a lack of understanding of the overall context in
which the Burea u carries out its duties and it s methods for documenting
the work th at is performed in particular cases. The Finding does not seem
to recognize that an overwhelming majority of case work t akes p lace in a

virtual environment and that the documentation and trackjng of this work
is also maintained only in an electronic format. It also seem s to reflect a
lack of understanding as to when certain records are relevant to a case and
also the inability to identify documents that were clearly in the case record .
Following is a d escription of th e overall context in which the Bureau's case
processing activities occur.
The Bureau strongly disagrees that its lacks a sufficient record of required
documents related to case processing. The Bureau concedes that there no
doubt isolated instances in which it is missing a copy of externally
generated record that should be in its im aged case record . This does not constitute
a condition of "Inadequate Documentation Policies". The Bureau's system of record
keeping is described as follows:
OSCAR RECORDS: The Bureau implements all of its case processing
activities in an automated case processing system known as OSCAR {Online
Support Collections and Reporting). Th is is a federally certified system .
The data that the system maintains is the basis for the State's federal data
and financial reporting regarding all aspects of the child support program's
operations. The OSCAR record is the official case file for the Bureau's cases.
Th e OSCAR system has functionality that allows the agency to take all
required actions in case processing and produces any relevant forms
related t o each transaction. In addition to the actions t aken by individuals
in the case processing environment, the OSCAR system itself autom atically
generates numerous automated transaction s. Some of these transactions
result in documents that are generated from a central location and mailed
to the addressed party. Other automated transaction s are communicated
electronically to the addressed entity.
The OSCAR system tracks each action taken on a case identifying the action,
the date the action is taken and the individual taking the action. The
tracking detail ident ifies whether a case transaction was taken by a p erson
or by an automated function. form generation is tracked on the TRFO
screen in each case. In the few instances where a manual action must be
taken in a case, this action is noted in a narrative section of the OSCAR
reco rd . The date and identity of a person m aking a narrative is
automatically recorded. The tracking documentation of transactions and
narratives in OSCAR cannot be changed by case processing sta.ff as to what,
when and who took a particular action . The Bureau's case data is subject to an
annual data reliability audit in which federal auditors review the data th at is
reported from the OSCAR system against source documents to assure that the
Bureau reports its data accurate and reliably. This audit involves very strict
sautiny of the Bureau's case processing act ivities. For example, If t he: Bureau

reports that a child was born of a marriage, it has to supply the documentation
that the mother was in fact legally married <Jt the relevant time.
The federal funding agency annually awards incentive funding to the
nation's 56 child support agencies based on the outcome of this audit. All
56 child support programs compete for a share of a fixed amount of federal
funds. The share is based on each program's outcome on five federal
performance standards and whether the state passes the audit of its data
related to each performance standard. Because each program is
competing for a share of fixed pot, the federal audit has to be very exacting
in its review of each program's data reporting. The Bureau has passed the
data reliability audit conducted by the Office of Child Support Enforcement
on each of the five performance measures for all years in the past ten
years. The Bureau is confident that the data in the OSCAR system in
complete and reliable documentation of it processing activities in individual
cases.
FORM QUEST In addition to the OSCAR system in which transactions and
forms are generated, the Bureau has an auxiliary system for modifying the
content of a standard child support form and also to print most of the
forms generated through OSCAR functions. The OSCAR system is a
mainframe-based computer system. Until 2009, any change to an OSCAR
form involved lengthy and expensive delays as the work could be done only
by computer programmers. For example, if there was a change to a Code
cite due to a change in the law, this might affect dozens of different forms
and require a lengthy set of technical changes. The Form Quest system was
implemented in early 2009. Form Quest allows the Bureau to update its
forms quickly and less expensively.
In addition to providing the Bureau with a method to update its standard
forms, the Form Quest system also allows individuals taking an action in the
OSCAR system to make changes to the document associated with that
transaction. This feature addressed one of the long-standing criticisms of
the OSCAR system-that it lacked flexibility to allow a standard form to be
changed in any way (except by handwritten changes) to meet the unique
circumstances of a particular situation. Form Quest allows the user to
make changes to a standard form related to a particular transaction and
documents that change in the tracking record .

IMAGED/ElECTRONIC RECORDS In addition to the OSCAR system and the
ancillary Form Quest system which maintain the bulk of the Bureau' s case
processing recordsJ the Bureau must maintain certain documents that are
not part of the OSCAR record . Examples of such documents are completed

applications for Bureau services, information obtained from parties for
computing the child support formula, court orders, birth certificates,
.c ertain communications from employers, responses to locate inquiries, and
written communications from parties to a case.
Historically, the Bureau maintained these records in a hard copy folder
maintained in file cabinets. At any particular time, the Bureau would have
upwards of 200,000 hard copy files in its local offices, including about
130,000 active record folders and 60,000 closed records on a schedule to be
sent to be archived with a private vendor. Many of these folders were
quite voluminous -the average folder was about three inches thick but it
was not uncommon for folders for cases which had involved numerous legal
proceedings to be more than a foot thick. These folders of records were
physically transferred between county offices as parties moved from county
to county. The folder could be available to only a single person at any one
time.
In 2010, the Bureau implemented a document imaging and management system
into which it moved all hard-copy documents relating to each case. This change
involved scanning all hard-copy documents in a case folder into an electronic
record. The imaging process included a protocol for identifying each document
and for organizing all the electronic documents in each case in a specified
manner.
As part of the imaging process, Bureau staff was given explicit directions as
to what documents were required to be imaged. At the same time, staff
was directed to discard and not image certain documents from case folders
if the document had no relevance to the case. For example, an unsigned
copy of an order that was prepared by the BCSE attorney that was sent to
the Court and later signed and entered was to be discarded as the unsigned
copy had become a meaningless document.
Hard copy records were imaged on site in the various local offices with an
intense level of training, oversight and support from designated central
office staff. Management of the imaging project was assigned to an
Assistant General <:ounsel and to a Regional Manager whose position was
upgraded to a more senior status for the duration of this initiative. The
time of these two individuals was devoted to the imaging project for nearly
a year. In addition, much of the time of the Director of Field Operations
and a trainer were devoted to the imaging project during the same period.

At this time, the Bureau has successfully moved nearly 90% of hard copy
documents into an electronic environment. New documents received at

local offices are immediately scanned into the ima.ging system and directed
to the case owner for incorporation into the electronic case file. These
records are organized so that they can be retrieved easily by anyone having
access to the imaged record system. Several different users can access a
record simultaneously. Records cannot be misplaced or lost. Transfer of
records between offices can occur immediately and cheaply. (A copy of the
Taxonomy for the organization of imaged case records is attached.)

HARD COPY RECORDS As part of the imaging project, the Bureau had to
decide which, if any, records, it should maintain in hard-copy form in
addition to having an imaged/electronic copy of the document. A few
documents that would be either difficult or expensive to obtain if a future
hard-copy was needed were designated as records that were to be
maintained in a hard copy folder. An example of such a record is a certified
copy of a birth certificate from another state. At this time, many BCSE
cases have no associated hard copy record.
Bureau Response: This is a totally incorrect statement. The Bureau's
"State Plan" for operating the child support program is covered in 45 CFR
Part 302. The State Plan must be approved by the federal agency annually
tn order for the IV-D program to receive "any" federal funding. One of the
specific Requirements in §302.15 is a Requirement that the State Plan
addresses the duties of the IV-D program with regard to "Reports and
Maintenance of Records". The regulation specifies that the State Plan shall
provide that: (a) the IV-0 agency will maintain records necessary for the
proper and efficient operation of the plan. The regulation goes on te detail
a lengthy list of the kinds of records that the IV-D program must maintain.

As to case records other than those maintained in the OSCAR system. the
agency has clear written instructions to staff regarding the duty to maintain
documents. The Bureau has a formal written document retention poJicy.
The Bureau's Document Retention Policy is contained in Appendix C of the
BCSE policy manual which is available to all BCSE staff online. This
document currently shows as having been most recently issued by DW-17,
2005-8 with a date of 11/2005. The retention of records is also covered in
the BCSE Policy Manual section on Case Closure, Section 10000.40
addressing the retention and purging of files. (A c:opy of the Bureau's
record retention policy is attached.) The Bureau does have a draft revision
of its document retention policy that has not been officially promulgated.
The Bureau's draft revisions to the policy on document retention are not
relevant to the audit.

Additionally, all newly hired case processing staff is required to participate
in four weeks of dassroom training that is conducted in the Bureau's
Training Unit. The requirements and procedures for record management
are taught in the "document management" segment of the Module II
training. This includes content as to how to image and organize electronic
records from paper documents as well as the maintenance of certain
documents in a paper folder. Document retention is also covered in the
Training on Case Closure. In addition to the classroom training, each case
worker receives an expansive s.et of training materials in hard-copy format .
When a worker completes a Module of the training program, the worker is
tested on the material that was covered. These test results are maintained
in a formal system by the Training Unit and a copy of the test results with
comments from the training ·staff is sent to the worker's supervisor.

Bureau Response to Statement of Cause
This is covered in the response above to the Condition.
Basically, the audit
misunderstands the nature of an automated child support system which is required by
the federal fun'ding agency to be the official record of the case.
Bureau Response to the Statement of Cause
The Bureau has moved its case processing work into a virtual
environment for both efficiency and safety purposes. The documents in
the electronic systems are protected from floods and fires. The virtual
environment also allows work on a case to occur from any location at which
a worker has access to a computer that meets the security requirements of
the State's mainframe system on which OSCAR is housed. These documents
are in the form required by the federal funding agency and satisfy all
relevant legal requirements.
As noted in the description of OSCAR, various forms are generated
automatically and printed and mailed from a central location in the state.
There is no possibility for these documents to be signed and copied.
Further, most of the documents generated by case workers do not require
the worker to "sign" them in the traditional sense of manually affixing their
name to the document. The identity and contact information for the
worker are automatically added to the document by the system
transaction.
Making a copy of all OSCAR generated documents would totally defeat the
purpose of having an automated case processing system. Documents that
are filed with the Court that require a signature are copied and/or imaged.

It would greatly reduce the efficiency and the productivity of Bureau staff
without creating any added value for the customer or for the State if the
Bureau required that all documents be printed and manually signed and a
copy placed in a hard copy folder/imaged case record. The OSCAR system
has a proven history of creating its own internal tracking detail. Any form
produced by this system can be reprinted as necessary. The system does
not allow any changes to be made to a reprinted form.
The BCSE agrees that the lack of complete and accurate
documentation wou ld have a severe adverse impact on its ability to
administer the child support program in accordance with the relevant
federal and state laws and regulations. However, the Bureau unequivocally
disagrees with the statements in this section of the draft report. The
Bureau has a well-defined document retention policy; the document
retention policy is readi ly available to all BCSE staff in an online format;
staff are trained on the document retention policy; the document retention
policy is routinely implemented in the maintenance of case files; the
supervisors and managers of program operations routinely review the
quality of the staff's work which necessarily involves the determination of
whether relevant documents are in the case record; the Bureau's
automated case processing system tracks each form that is generated by
the OSCAR system identifying the date and person taking the action; and
the relevant hard-copy documents have been transferred into an electronic
format where in records are clearly organized and easily retrievable.

Bureau Response to Audit Recommendation
The Bureau asserts that it is in full compliance with the requirements of the WV
Code §48-15-105 regarding case documentation. The Bureau believes that the
Recommendation reflects a lack o f understanding on the part of audit staff as to how
case processing is carried out in an automated case processing system. This lack of
understanding as to the basic processes used by the BCSE to implement the child
support program in an automated electron ic-based case processing system was the
basis for most of the statements made in this Finding. This applies equally to the
specific issues noted in the Condition Statement, the Cause. of the Condition, the Effect
of the Condition, and the Recommendation that has resulted.
The Bureau has a
pending revision of its document retention policy which was last revised in November,

2005.
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Procurement Records:
Requisitions. Purchase Orders,
Receiving Reports,
Invoices/Statements, and related
correspondence

IReceipt Book

I

Revolving Fund Requisitions

ISelf Assessment Review/Reports
Travel Expense Account
Settlements

1 Year

II
II
I

5 years

I

1 Year

4 Years

I

1 Year

4 Years

1 Year

4 Years

I

N/A

I
I

I
I

Retention Schedule (Case File Contents)
Retention Peri od (Case
File)

Document Description
Abstracts

Permanent Record

I

Affidavit of Arrears

Permanent Record

I

Affidavit of Accrued Support
Application Forms

II
I

Arrearage Computation Sheets (old CA0-25's)

I

Attorney Letters

IBankruptcy Records
IBirth Certificates

I
I

Blood Test Results
Court Orders

IES-AP-1
Fair Hearing. Administrative Hearing, Complaint
Requests/Documentation/Results

I

Finalized MISC-20

j 1ncome Withholding Notices
j lnterstate Correspondence

!

Liens

ILocateNerification Documents

I

Marriage Certificates

IMoving Child forms

Permanent Record

I

Permanent Record
Permanent Record

II
II
II
II
II
I

Permanent Record

I

Permanent Record

I

I

Permanent Record

I

II
II

Permanent Record

I

Permanent Record

I

II

Permanent Record

I

II
II
II
II

Permanent Record

II

Permanent Record
Permanent Record
Permanent Record

I

I
I

Permanent Record

3 Years
Permanent Record
Permanent Record

I
I
I

I
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Finding 6- Inadequate Monitoring of PSI Contract
The BCSE agrees in part and disagrees in part with the findings in this section. The
contract reviewed in the audit terminated in mid-February 2012. The BCSE issued an
emergency contract for PSI to provide continued services for Clay County for the last half of the
month of February 2012. The BCSE transferred all Clay County operations to state control
effective March 1, 2012. Services for Kanawha County only were bid through the Request for
Quotation process and a new contract was awarded, effective February 15, 2012. The new
contract is for a one-year period. The successful bidder was Policy Studies, Inc. On April30,
2012, Policy Studies was acquired by one of its competitors, Maximus. Policy Studies is
currently operating as a subsidiary of Maximus.
The BCSE acknowledges that under the previous contract, it did not demand and PSI did
not provide documents including a balance sheet. monthly income statement, annual audit
report. and quarterly fixed asset report as required by the contract. The BCSE asserts that the
failure to obtain these documents did not impair the operations of the Kanawha/Clay county
offices. The contract which required the documents has expired. A new contract took effect in
mid-February 2012. The new contract does not include a requirement to provide these
documents unless specifically demanded by the BCSE, with the exception of a monthly income
statement.
The BCSE acknowledges that it has not sent an Alert Letter to the Vendor since 2007.
The issues existing with the Vendor did not rise to the level of failure to prOvide services. The
BCSE had noted that in some areas. the offices staffed with state government employees are
outperforming the privatized office and has been exploring the cost effectiveness of returning the
operations to direct state control. The state resumed control of the Clay County office on March
1, 2012. An RFQ was issued by the Department of Administration's Purchasing Division, and a
new contract was awarded for Kanawha County alone· February 15, 2012·. In light of the
continued privatization of the Kanawha County office, the BCSE has determined that it is
necessary to devote additional staff resources to contract monitoring. Accordin,gly, a vacant
position has been re-assigned to the appropriate central office unit and is in the process of being
filled .
The BCSE disagrees with the Finding ~we noted during SFY 2010, BCSE overpaid two
PSI invoices resulting in a total overpayment of $50,662." The invoices in question were not
overpaid. As described more fully in the "Cause" section of the finding , the payment of the
questioned S49,806 was due to a discrepancy in the interpretation of "rounding" in the written
contract. While it would not have been the BCSE's intention to pay an incentive in this
circumstance, the payment was made in accordance with the contract language. The BCSE
was the drafter of the contract and therefore all disputed terms would be interpreted in favor of
the Vendor. The alleged overpayment was not brought to the attention of the BCSE until more
than two years after payment date. Even if the BCSE agreed with the finding, it was too late to

take corrective action by the time it was identified by the Audit. It is not anticipated that this
problem would occur again, as the new contract for the privatized office does not contain any
vendor incentives. With respect to the $856 claimed overpayment, as explained during the
course of the Audit, during the course of the performance of the contract, it was discovered that
it was too difficult to calculate the cosVbenefit incentive/penalty on a FFY basis, and so it was
calculated on a SFY basis. The BCSE agrees with the statements in the Cause section that it
had not maintained documentation for the incentives/penalties.
The BCSE disagrees with the statement that base compensation information was not
provided. BCSE affirmatively states that all information requested by the audit staff with respect
to base compensation was in fact provided.
Finding as stated by audit: We also noted documentation related to the data and
methods used to calculate one incentive and one penalty assessed for FFY 2008 and two
penalties and one incentive payment assessed for FFY 2007 were not maintained and could not
be provided by BCSE. Finally. we noted the "Total Penalties Due" row heading on the FFY 2009
PSI invoice was omitted ; whereas such a row heading was included on the 2008 and 2007
invoices. If in fact no penalties were due, we believe the invoice should have contained a row
heading with $0.00 entered accordingly.
BCSE response: It is not anticipated that this type of concern would recur, as the
previous contract has expired. The new contract does not contain any incentives. It also does
not contain any routine penalties. Additionally, the BCSE will devote additional staff resources
to monitoring this contract. A vacant position has been re-assigned to the appropriate unit and
is in the process of being filled .

BCSE Response: This statem ent of condition confuses the duties of
various program operation units located in the Bureau's central
office in Charleston . First, the records are not "the bank's
accounting records". This Finding relates to individual case
financial records that are maintained by the Bureau in the OSCAR
system.
OSCAR case financial records are subject to manual adjustment to
the balance for a variety of reasons. The authority to change the
balances in a fina ndal record is performed primarily by the staff
and supervisors in the Centra l Adjustment Unit (CAU) . A few other
staff has an OSCAR role that allows system entries that affect case
balances. For example, the Tax Offset Coordinator has role
authority to post a debit to a case balance when notice is received
that the IRS has reversed funds in a tax intercept that the Bureau
has posted to the balances in a case.
The Disbursement Unit (DU) is not responsible for making
adjustments to case balances. The Disbursement Unit's staff does
not have the computer access that would allow them to make
changes to case balances. Federal regulations specifically provide
that staff with cash handling duties is not to have authority for
accounting functions. 45 CFR §302.20 provides: "The State plan

shall provide that the following requirements and criteria to
separate the cash handling and accounting functions are in
effect.... The /V-0 agency will maintain methods of administration
designed to assure that persons responsible for handling case
receipts of support do not participate in accounting or operating
functions which would permit them to conceal in the accounting
records the misuse of support receipts ... "
The stopping or the interception of a disbursement that has issued
does not itself cha nge or automatically affect the case balances in a
case. If a case's balances have been credited with the funds
represented in a recalled disbursement, any needed change to the
balances in the case in which the disbursement was made must be
done by a request to the Adjustment Unjt. An adjustment to the
case's balances would be required if the disbursed funds applied to
balances incorrectly, the disbursement was made to the incorrect
party in th e particular case, or if the funds should have been
applied to a different case altogether.

BCSE Response: The BCSE agrees that the Disbursement Unit does
not have written procedures governing the adjustment process
because the Disbursement Unit does not have responsibility for
adjustments to case fin ancial records. The Bureau and the CAU
have extensive w ritten policies and procedures and related training
materials governing manual adjustments to case balance·s. This
was noted in the writte n description of the Central Audit Unit
prepared by the Legislative audit staff. That document states "The
CAU also has written procedures they follow as noted in the CD
D:\ST Practical Review l-16·08.pdf."
The Disbursement Unit does in fact have written procedures
governing its routine disbursement related duties. Most of these
procedures have been in place for many years as they occur in the
OSCAR environment and are covered in detail in the OSCAR
training materials. The Disbursement Unit has a Desk Guide for
its staff that covers each of the stan dard transactions that relate to
implementing disbursements of funds th at are held by the agency.
Even many of the disbursement related activities that occur
infrequently are covered by a written procedure. The Bureau
concedes that there may be truly unique ci rcum stances involving a
disbursement for which there is no written procedure. This kind
of situation would be handled by the unit manager in consultation
with senior management and legal counsel as relevant.

BCSE Response: The Bureau does on a regu lar basis pull checks or
reverse electronic disbursements for a variety of reasons. These
transactions may be to a caretaker or a non-custodial parent or to
an employer or other source of income. It is not unusual for this
process to be triggered by a court order that specifies how the
Bureau is to dispose of fund s that are in its possession. The
interruption of a disbursement does not result in nor constitute an
adjustment to the case ba lances. The transactions that are pulled
are reversed or coded in the OSCAR system as an incomplete
disbursement.
In an overnight batch job, the OSCAR system communicates with
the Bureau's banking agent that a particular disbursement has
been coded as invalidated. The Bureau 's bank will not pay funds
on a transaction that is coded as being reversed, redeposited, or
subject to a stop payment, etc. If the interrupted disbursement
transaction is paper check that Is returned to the Bureau, the

details regarding the item are logged into a database and the
negotiable is shredded after the relevant coding has been
completed in the OSCAR system. Additionally, the Bureau has
online access to its banking records that allows it to see the status
of any disbursement that is made from the Bureau's bank account.
The Bureau considered its log of returned checks, the OSCAR detail
related to the returned item, and the agency's banking records as
sufficient documentation that a disbursement initiated by a check
was not completed. However, at the recommendation of the
auditors, the Bureau now also scans these items into an electronic
record before they are physically destroyed.
BCSE Response: The Bureau acknowledges that the OSCAR system
is unwieldy in its capabilities as regards to clearing certain items
that have moved to disbursement status where there has been a
determination that the disbursement should not be completed.
This occurs most frequently in "Moving Child" situations where the
bureau is collecting support for a child and receives information
that the child has moved to a different caretaker. When such
information is received, the Bureau suspends disbursements to the
case that the child has left and initiates a legal procedure to move
the order/obligation to a case for the caretaker who now has
custody of the child. This means that receipts continue to allocate
to the case from which the child has moved triggering the
disbursement function. This creates a pending disbursement.
(This suspension of disborsements is necessary in order to prevent
the change from affecting the financial record of any other case in
which the obligated party is paying support as a suspend at the
receipt allocation level would cause all funds to go to any other
case in which the obligor has a financial record.)
When the legal process is completed that confirms wher,e the
support obligation belongs, a manual adjustment is required to
correct the original case's financial record and to move the funds
to the new caretaker's case. This process does require that the
pending disbursements be issued in the name of the caretaker in
the original case and then pulled and voided. The OSCAR financial
system is based on technology that is 25 years old. lt lacks the
flexibility that the Bureau needs to fully address all conceivable
financial transactions in a more expeditious manner while
maintaining the security that is required. Replacement of the
OSCAR ·system is estimated as a cost of 60 to 70 million dollars.
The Bureau has made a request to MIS to determine if the OSCAR
system can be modified in any way to reduce the necessity for

using the current process which requires that a disbursement be
written, recalled, and voided.
Some receipts that are held in allocation status do necessitate that
the Bureau to write a check to itself to clear its financial records. A
held receipt means that a receipt has been posted to a case but
has not yet applied to the case balances. When a payer has a
history of remitting payments that are returned for insufficient
funds (checks, fraudulent credit card payments, fraudulent
electronic payments), the Bureau holds the receipt to make sure
that is based on real money before it allows the funds to apply to
case balances.

If a held payment is in fact returned as not payable, the ''receipt"
that the Bureau has posted in the case has to be cleared from the
OSCAR system by writing a disbursement to the Bureau itself. This
transaction is necessary to clear both the case financial record so
subsequent valid payments can apply to balances and also to
assure that the Bureau's federal financial reporting can be done
accurately. The Bureau has recently implemented a process with
its receipt processing vendor that will allow suspect receipts to be
negotiated but not actually posted to the OSCAR system until there
is confirmation that the remittance is valid. This process will
reduce but will not totally eliminate the need for the Bureau to
write disbursements to itself to clear its financial records.

CAUSE

Due to staff changeover and vacancies left unfilled within the
DU, standard operating procedures (SOPs) have yet to be
completed. Although, some SOPs have been completed.
BCSE R.esponse: The Disbursement Unit was fully staffed with the
same individuals during the entire course of the Legislative Audit.
There were severe vacancy issues in both the Receipts Unit and the
CAU during the course of the audit. The Distribution Unit has
detailed written procedures.

The OCSAR database and accounting system will not permit the
performance of certain adjustments to case accounts
unless the process results in corresponding disbursement
transactions-even though no such disbursements are warranted.
BCSE Response: The Bureau ~cknowledges that the OSCAR system
is unwieldy in its capabilities as regards to clearing certain items

that have moved to disbursement status where there has been a
determination that the disbursement should not be completed.
This occurs most frequently in "Moving Child" situations where the
bureau is collecting support for a child and receives information
that the child has moved to a different caretaker. When such
information is received, the Bureau suspends disbursements to the
case that the child has left and initiates a legal procedure to move
the order/obligation to a case for the caretaker who now has
custody of the child . This means that receipts continue to allocate
to the case from which the child has moved triggering the
disbursement function. This creates a pending disbursement.
(This suspension of disbursements is necessary in order to prevent
the change from affecting the financial record of any other case in
which the obligated party is paying support as a suspend at the
receipt allocation level would cause all funds to go to any other
case in which the obligor has a financial record.)
When the legal process is completed that confirms where the
support obligation belongs, a manual adjustment is requ ired to
correct the original case's financial record and to move the funds
to the new caretaker's case . This process does require that the
pending disbursements be issued in the name of the caretaker in
the original case and then pulled and voided . The OSCAR financial
system is based on technology that is 25 years old. It lacks the
flexibility that the Bureau needs to fully address all conceivable
financial transactions in a more expeditious manner while
maintaining the security that is required. Replacement of the
OSCAR system is estimated as a cost of 60 to 70 million dollars.
The Bureau has made a request to M IS to determine if the OSCAR
system can be modified in any way t.o reduce the necessity for
using the current process which requires that a disbursement be
written, recalled, and voided.
Some receipts that are held in allocation status do necessitate that
the Bureau to write a check to itself to clear its financial records. A
held receipt means that a receipt has been posted to a case but
has not yet applied to the case balances. When a payer has a
history of remitting payments that are returned for insufficient
funds (checks, fraudulent credit card payments, fraudulent
electronic payments), the Bureau holds the receipt to make sure
that is based on real money before it allows the funds to apply to
case balances.

If a held payment is in fact returned as not payable, the "receipt"
that the Bureau has posted in the case has to be cleared fl'om the
OSCAR system by writing a disbursement to the Bureau itself. This
transaction is necessary to clear both the case financial record so
subsequent valid payments can apply to balances and also to
assure that the Bureau's federal financial reporting can be done
accurately. The Bureau has recently Implemented a process with
its receipt processing vendor that will allow suspect receipts to be
negotiated but not actually posted to the OSCAR system until there
is confirmation that the remittance is valid . This process will
reduce but will not totally eliminate the need for the Bureau to
write disbursements to itself to clear its financial record s.

Previously, checks written or pulled os a result of the adjustment
process were retained by BCSE; however, the process of
shredding checks was instituted in January 2008. According to
BCSE personnel, the shredding of checks was initiated in order to
minimize the amount of documentation retained. The checks
were not scanned or copied prior to their destruction. After our
inquiries regarding the lack of documentation available related
to such checks, the BCSE began scanning and maintaining copies
of voided checks prior to their destruction during thefal/ of 2011.
BCSE Response: As noted, the Bureau now images voided checks in
addition to its other documentation activities associated with these
transactions which include a log and two signatures of employees
witnessing the destruction of the check.

EFfECT
The lack of detailed and comprehensive written procedures
regarding the performance of adjustments increases the risk that
errors moy occur. Also, the lack of such procedures is a detriment
in training new employees involved in the adjustment process.
BCSE Response: The Bureau has detalled and comprehensive
written procedures regarding manual adjustments to case
balances. Additionally newly hired Adjustments workers
participate in four separate week-long trainings before they are
permitted to do the more complicated financial reviews and
adjustments. The CAU has six supervisors and a senior level
manager to provide hands-on training to new staff as well as

oversee and review the processing of adjustments to case balances
by all CAU staff.

Case balances cannot be adjusted unless artificial disbursements
are performed in order to initiate the process. Such limitations
results in inefficiencies and, more importantly, increases the risk
that someone involved in the process could fraudulently divert
such disbursements for his or her personal use. The risk is
further compounded when the process requires either pulling
checks or writing checks payable to the BCSE. During state fiscal
year 2009, the amount of pulled checks totaled approximately
$580,000.00 and checks written to BCSE by BCSE in order to
adjust case balances totaled approximately $1,800.
BCSE Response: This is not an accurate statement . Very few
adjustments to case balances result in an artificial disbursement.
Many of the recalled disbursements were items subject to
electronic transfer rather than by paper check. Even if all the
$580,000 in pulled disbursements were paper checks, that
represents less than 3/lOO's of a percent of the tota l funds
processed by the Bureau in a year.
The Bureau agrees that the process it uses in some limited
instances to correct and/or clear its financial records are ineffici ent
in that it must make an artificial disbursement. This process
involves multiple units whose staff has different access authority to
the OSCAR system in order to prevent fraud.

In addition, errors made in the adjustment process could result
in the need to establish a repayment agreement with a client in
order to collect on overpayment mode and this, in turn,
increases the risk of uncollectable debts resulting in losses to the
state.
BCSE Response: Errors made In the adjustment process are almost
never the basis for an overpayment to a client. Repayment issues
are addressed in the response to Finding 3.

Lastly, checks were not voided and then scanned or copied
prior to their destruction. Therefore, we could not perform
audit tests to provide assurance that such checks were not
converted to personal use.
BCSE Response: The Bureau agrees that in the past, it did not
maintain a copy of each voided check. The Bureau notes that its

banking records are the ultimate source for confirming exactly
what occurred with respect to each disbursement that was
initiated from the account.

Recommendation:
We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48-18-105, as
amended. We recommend the BCSE develop and document detailed and
comprehensive procedures covering all facets of the adjustment process.
We recommend the BCSE coordinate with DHHR-MIS to implement an
adjustment process within the OSCAR system that eliminates the need to
create faux disbursements in order to accomplish some account
adjustments. Finally, we recommend such checks be properly voided and
these checks either be maintained, or such checks be scanned prior to
their destruction.
Bureau Response:

The Bureau believes that it is in compliance with W.V Code §48-18-105,
as amended. The Bureau has detailed and comprehensive procedures
in place covering the process for completing manual adjustments to case
financial records. The Bureau will consult with DHHR-MIS to determine if
there are possible changes to the OSCAR system that would reduce or
eliminate the need for the agency to create artificial disbursements that
it has to recall and veid . The Bureau has a·lready implemented a
procedure to make a copy of v0ided checks before their destruction by
scanning them into its imaged document system.

With respect to the specific cases cited in the audit. the BCSE states that it acted
appropriately in not attempting to seize the accounts. As itemized below, in all of the cases
cited, the BCSE would have little or no expectation of seizing any money or else the BCSE was
able to collect the arrears through more efficient means. The reasonableness is demonstrated
in part by the fact that the BCSE has already collected more than the questioned $4180.75 by
successful use of other available remedies in the specified cases.
Case 1: The financial Institution account balance of $511 .00 was provided to the BCSE on
6/15/201 0, but the information was specifically stated to be the balance as of 10/1/2009 and was
therefore approximately nine months old when received . Additional match information received
four days later on 6/19/2010 indicates the account balance was $72 as of 1/1/201 0. This
delayed reporting appears to be an anomaly, as other matches in this case (and throughout the
OSCAR system) are within the expected response time. It would not be prudent to assume that
any balance of a significant amount existed on 6/15/201 0; and therefore it was a reasonable and
appropriate use of resources to not pursue account seizure. Prior to receiving the next match on
9/5/2010 (which showed an account balance of $99) the BCSE was able to successfully
implement income withholding from the obligor's earnings. Of the $5631 .54 arrears owed as of
5131/2010, the BCSE has now collected all but $367.76 {which figure actually includes some
interest that accrued in the interim).
Case 2: The matched account information specifically stated that there was an additional
account holder. Seizure of jointly held accounts typically results in a court hearing to resolve the
additional party's ownership rights with respect to the account. Attempted seizure of the
$438.00 account would have been a poor use of staff resources at that time. In April 2012. the
BCSE reviewed the case for all enforcement remedies and determined that the financial
institution account balance had Increased significantly and that other enforcement remedies
have not been successful. The BCSE initiated a Suggestion at that time.
Case 3: The matched account information specifically stated that there was an additional
account holder. Seizure of jointly held accounts typically results in a court hearing to resolve the
additional party's ownership rights with respect to the account. Seizure of a jointly held account
with $1,068 in funds would have been within the staff's discretion to pursue or not pursue. Note
that several days prior to receipt of the matched account information. the BCSE was notified that
the obligor's employment had ended several weeks earlier, which increases the likelihood that
the joint account holder could successfully claim full ownership of the funds. The BCSE has
successfully collected a portion of the stated arrears through income withholding. The present
day arrears as stated by the Finding include more recently accrued arrears that did not exist on
the date the cited match information was received. New financial institution accounts have been
located in 2012 with significantly higher balances and are being considered for account seizure.
Case 4: On the date the financial institution account information was received, the case had an
income withholding in place which was collecting the current support and arrears. The financial
institution account balance was only $594 and the previous quarter showed a negative balance.
Based on the Information available on that date, it appears unlikely that any significant amount
of support would have been collected from an attempt to seize the account.
Case 5: The obligor in this case is a recipient of Supplemental Security Income benefits.
Federal law prohibits the seizure of SSI benefits from an obligor's financial institution account.
This account could not be seized.
Case 6: On the date the financial account information was received (12/9/2009); this case had
an income withholding in place 10 collect current support and arrears. The arrears balance

reached $0 on April 26, 2010. This is the same time frame that the seizu(e of the account would
have taken , but with a substantially more efficient use of staff time. Pursuing an account seizure
would have been entirely a waste of resources. The arrears listed in the Finding as "collections
foregone" have accrued in recent months and did not exist at the time the bank account
information was received.
The BCSE is concerned that the Finding represents an attempt to substitute or impose
impractical processes upon the agency, in place of allowing the agency to use its experience
and lawful discretion.
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Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street, Room 147
Charleston, West Virginia 25301-3703
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Finding 9 - Inadequate Procedures Governing the Enforcement of Liens
The BCSE agrees that it has not always released liens in a timely manner. Tfle BCSE
does not agree with other statements contained in the findings.
The BCSE has the authority to impose liens upon real and personal property in order to
assist in the collection of overdue support. Liens may be based upon a judgment from a court or
may be based upon an "Affidavit of Accrued Support". The BCSE routinely uses liens for the
enforcement of support simultaneously with other collection methods. The BCSE maintains a
complete record of all liens it files. The OSCAR system tracks the amount, the filing date, the
county recorded, the book and page number and the release date. Copies of filed lien
documents are scanned into the electronic file (or if the file has not yet been converted to a
scanned file, the document is retained in the paper file). The BCSE can identify the lien status
of its entire caseload through ad hoc reports.
Liens for overdue support may represent money owed to the State of West Virginia or
may represent money owed to an individual obligee. The BCSE has the authority to release
liens tied to debt owed to the State of West Virginia. When the BCSE is acting as the
responding state in a Uniform Interstate Family Support Act matter, it is authorized by the UIFSA
documents to take legal actions on behalf of other states and the relevant support obligees.
which includes lien releases. West Virginia law does not specifically give the BCSE the
authority to release a lien owed to a support obligee. Therefore, a lien release solely executed
by the BCSE might not remove the 'cloud' from the subject property. Accordingly, when the lien
is in favor of an individual obligee, the BCSE assists the support obligee in releasing his/her lien.
If the obligee is non-cooperative or unavailable, the BCSE requests that a court appoint a
special commissioner to sign the appropriate release document as a substitute for the obligee.
The BCSE records all release documents in the OSCAR system and retains either a scanned or
paper copy of the release document.
The BCSE has historically relied on the annual case reviews, financial reviews. case
closure reviews, and customer inquiries to identify liens which need to be released. The
OSCAR system does not presently have an alert message that immediately prompts a worker to
pursue a lien release when the arrears balance reaches zero. Workers performing case reviews
have sometimes failed to identify that a lien needs to be released. The need to release a lien is
more difficult to discern in those cases where the obligor's balances reached zero but the obligor
has accrued a further support arrearage on the date of a case review. There is a special alert
message that warns a worker who is closing a case that there is a lien in place. The BCSE has
not used its ad hoc reporting capacity to identify cases in which a lien needs to be released .
The BCSE is willing to enhance the OSCAR system to add an alert message that notifies
workers that a lien is still outstanding in a case where arrears have been paid. The BCSE is
willing to develop an ad hoc report to identify existing cases in which a lien needs to be
released.

With respect to the eight liens cited in the Findings, the BCSE agrees that seven should
have had more prompt action to release the lien. The BCSE disagrees with the Finding for Lien
number 5. The BCSE promptly pursued release of the lien following the determination that no
arrears were owed. The BCSE took prompt action to obtain a special release when the
caretaker failed to cooperate. The lien was released as promptly as the legal process will allow.
The BCSE is following up to release the remaining liens.
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Inadequate Monitoring of 88&T accounts.

The Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) does not agree in total with
t his finding. The transition from Branch Banking & Trust (BB&T), our previous
lockbox vendor, to JPMorganChase (JPMC), our current lockbox vendor,
required that money be left in our BB&T account to pay outstanding items when
presented (checks written but not yet cleared.) When the contract with BB&T
expired, the need for a new contract was not necessary as the account was
reduced to checking account (DDA) status and contracted lockbox services were
no longer being performed. The account relationship between BB&T and BCSE
was evidenced by a Business Account Agreement, Resolution Agreement and
Signature Card. Although interest earned on DDA balances subsequent to the
contract' s expiration was not evidenced in writing, BB& T agreed to continue the
variable account rate structure in effect in May 2005; Target Federal Funds Rate
less 30 basis points. Although a debit block was thought to have been placed on
this account which had minimal activity, BCSE agrees more frequent monitoring
should have been in place. BCSE subsequently terminated it's account
relationship with BB&Tand tran5ferred all balances to JPMC, the current lock
box vendor.
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Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street. Room 147
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Monitoring of State-Owned Vehicles.

The BCSE agrees in part with the findings relating to the monitoring of stateowned vehicles.
Detailed mileage logs were nol maintained for the BCSE's vehicles .
In order to ensure only business use for these vehicles, the BCSE relied on
vehicle odometer readings which are required to be entered into the gas pump card
readeH when gasoline is purchased using the state's ARI credit card. This
information is reported to the BCSE along with their monthly billings. In order to
comply wi~h the OOA Legislative Rules, as of August 1. 2012, the 'BCSE will begin
using the detailed mileage logs attached for all seven BCSE vehicles. The log tracks
employee name, destination. purpose, date, mileage out, mileage in, and total
miles.
The BCSE did not validate drivers' licenses prior to allowing employees to
operate state-owned vehicles. On June 14, 2012, the BCSE was advised by the
Fleet Management Office that the fu el card contract has been awarded to
Wright Express Financial Services (memo attached). As part of this contract,
each driver will have an individual PIN. The BCSE has determined that all
employees may be potential drivers and will be issuing PIN's to aU employees
with driver's licenses. In order to comply with the legislative rule, as part of the
application, we will be collecting and tracking employee name, job title and
drivers license expiration.
One BCSE vehicle did not have the required State decal. In order to comply with
the legisl<~tive rule, the BCSE will be using the available contract for the production
and issuance or the state decal to attach to the subject vehicle.
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New cards will be issued to replace all cards previously issued under the existing contract with Automotive
Resources International (ARI).
New Personal Identification Number (PIN) will be a six-digit, randomly g~nerated number will be Issued to
each driver/operator. Group PINs are not authorized under this contract.
Agency Fleet Coordinator access to WEX Online with its robust administrator functionality. e .g .. account
maintenance ~ fuel card replacement, PIN replacement, driver information maintenance. transactional and
accounts payable reports. and agency-specific alerts.
Drivers will have access to a new Stranded Motorist function through the use of a 1-800 number to alleviate
forgotten PIN . damaged fuel card. etc.
Specific Instructions :
Agency Fleet Coordinators are required to complete the attached Excel Workbook and return to Fleet@ wv .gov
not later than 13 July 2012:
Provide driver information using the Excel Driver worksheet. The information contained in the worksheet is
mandatory and will be used to verify the driver/operator information when using the Stranded Motorist
function. Note: WEX requires multiple, driver-specific. personally identifiable pieces of information to issue
a one-use MasterCard number to rescue the driver_ FMO's privacy policy is provided as a separate
attachment to this memorandum.
Provide equipment card information using the Excel Equipment worksheet. The information contained in
the worksheet is required to issue equipment cards to the agency.
Provide rental car card Information using the Excel Rental Car worksheet. The information contained in the
worksheet is required to issue equipment cards to the agency.
Provide law enforcement card information using the Excel Law Enforcement worksheet. The •nformation
contained in the worksheet is required to issue law enforcement cards to the agency.
Agency Fleet Coordinators are required to submit a copy of the attached DOA-FM-031 , Fuel Card User
Agreement to FMO for each driver/operator contained on the Excel Driver Worksheet not later than July 25,
2012.
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Post fuel card training {July 26):
Agency Fleet Coordinators will execute and maintain the DOA-FM-031 for new employees. and obtain new
DOA-FM-031 for all driver/operators not later than the last calendar day of the month following the
driver/operator's birth month . A custom data field will be available to Agency Fleet Coordinators in WEX
Online to maintain DOA-FM-031 Fuel Card User Agreement signature date to assist Agency Fleet
Coordinators with reporting and compliance.
New fuel cards (all types) must be requested through the Fleet Management Office. Fuel cards will be
mailed to FMO and subsequently released (maintaining physical control of the card) to the requesting
agency
Replacement fuel cards (all types) may be requested by the agency using WEX Online. Replacement fuel
cards will be mailed to the Agency Fuel Card Administrator at the address on file in WEX Online.
Wright Express will not execute requests by phone (other than Stranded Motorist) that can be
accomplished using WEX Online. Agency Fleet Coordinators will contact FMO for any assistance not
avatlabte through WEX Online.
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F=MO w ill host manaatory training; issue fuolle~uipmentllaw enforcement caros; and issue employee PINs
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PayConnexion receipts not adequately tracked.

The Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) does not agree in total with
this finding. Child Support payments originating from Pay Connection are
received with adequate documentation to correctly allocate and disburse
court ordered child support . These payments are received in electronic
format at the State Distribution Unit (SOU) operated by ·systems and Methods,
Inc. (SMI). Electronic receipts from other sources are combined into a single
digitally imaged cash letter (ICL) for transmission to JPMorganChase (JPMC)
and into a separate electronic file for transmission to OSCAR. This process
causes the original Pay Connection receipt file to lose it s identity. BCSE agrees
that requested documentation could not be prov.ided due to Pay
Connection's twelve month record retention. Pay Connection agreed to
maintain two years of documentation on line and an add itional five years off
line. With regard to credit entries into BCSE's distribution account for
reimbursable errors, BCSE agrees to request and separately document
these credits with ha rd copy receipts c;ross referenced to the appropriate
JPMC bank statement.
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.... (16) To adopt standards for staffing, record-keeping,
reporting, intergovernmental cooperation, training, physical
structures and time frames for case processing; .... (Emphasis
Added)"

The Code of Federal Regulations Title 45, Part 303. Section 02, Subpart b states
in part,
"For all cases referred to the IV-D agency or applying for
services under § 302 .33 of this chapter. the IV-D agency must,
within no more than 20 calendar days of receipt of referral of a
case or filing of an application for services under§ 302.33, open
a case by establishing a case record and, based on an
assessment of the case to determine necessary action:"
(Emphasis Added)
Cause:

We reql•ested the BCSE provide us the missing applications noted above. We
also informed them if no application was present that the underlying document
to initiate the case along with the relevant code section should be made
available for review. The BCSE did not send the necessary documents in the
cases noted above.
In regard to referrals sent using the RAPIDS system that were noted as having a
case initiation date prior to the referral date. the OSCAR system only maintains
the most recent referral from the RAPIDS system and cases can be referred
multiple times. We requested information from the BCF's RAPIDS system as the
information is not contained in the OSCAR system. DHHR-MIS was not able to
provide us the necessary referrals as t he RAPIDS system does not keep track of
referral dates made to the OSCAR system. Confirmation dates are not
equivalent to the referral dates. The documents relating to the $90 payment
could not be provided as a result o f PayConnexion not maintaining the
necessary documents.

Effect:

For those cases without an application, referral, or narrative, we are unable to
determine if the case was properly initiated as required by Federal Code.
Without documentation related to the deposit of fund s, we are unable to
determine if the funds were properly deposited.

Recommendation:

We recommend the BCSE comply with W.V. Code §48·18 · 105, as amended, and
ensure documentation necessary to determine if support orders and
applications/referrals were inpuHed in a t imely manner are maintained. Also,
we recommend the BCSE comply with Title 45, Part 303, Section 02, Subpart b
of the Code of Federal Regulations and ensure records are maintained
documenting applications have been entered within 20 days as requ ired .

BCSE Response:

Most of the explanation that the BCSE has rnade in response to Finding 4 which is "Inadequate
Documentation Policies" applies equally to all aspects of Finding 13 which is "Missing
Documentation''. Both findings· cite the same section of the WV Code as the basis for the
Finding. The OSCAR record is the Bureau's primary case record. Only those documents
generated outside the OSCAR system are maintained in an ancillary case record . Historically,
this file was a hard-copy record but at this time, nearly all the Bureau's case records have been
transferred via document imaging into an electronic storage and file management system.
The lengthy description of BCSE ease proces.sing that was provided in response to Finding 4.
Virtually all BCSE case processing work, other than court-related work, takes place in an
electronic environment.
OSCAR case processing uses standard forms; implements and
documents many case transactions automatically with no worker involvement; identifies each
act ion taken on a case, the date the action was taken, and the identity of the person taking the
action; stores this documentation in the case record permanently; prevents subsequent
changes or deletions to completed transactions and the related documentation; and allows a
stored document to be reprinted as necessary. A paper copy of OSCAR generated documents
is not needed or required in either a hard-copy form or in a separate electronic record .
The BCSE also disagrees with the specific findings as to missing applications or referrals in 15
cases and that 35 of the 248 IV-A referral cases showed a case initiation date earlier than the
referral date in the RAPIDS system. Of the 15 cases without an application, five were foster
care cases and Circuit Court orders placing the child in the legal custody of the state were
provided, five were IV-A referral cases including one opened in 1989, one was a state registry
case order which by definition does not contain an application for services, and one record had
been archived and there was not time to retrieve a copy of the application. The Bureau
concedes that it would likely have been unable to locate a copy of three applications for
services, including one for a spousal case opened in 1994. The latter is the only open case for
which the Bureau does not currently have satisfactory case-opening documentation in its
record.
As to the 35 IV-A referral cases {and the additional IV-A referral cases noted above), the Bureau
creates OSCAR cases in a specific OSCAR functionality that is not available unless a referral has
been received from the RAPIDS system. Many IV-A cases open and close multiple times and the
Bureau receives new referral information each time. The original OSCAR case is updated with
the new IV-A date each time a caretaker's IV-A case is changed. The transactions in the IV-A
RAPIDS system do not change the case initiation date of the Bureau's case in OSCAR.
The auditors were unwilling to accept the explanations of the technical staff with the
Management Information Systems {MIS) agency regarding the automated communication
processes that occur daily between the RAPIDS and the OSCAR systems that inform the Bureau
as to the status of an OSCAR caretaker in the IV-A system. With additional time, the Bureau is
totally confident that it would have been able to obtain a paper copy of the caretaker's
assignment of rights that is signed and provided to the IV-A agency.

The IV-A agency obtains an assignment of rights form each time a caretaker opens a TANF case.
That signed form is part of the process by which the IV-A agency refers a case to the Bureau for
opening a case in OSCAR. The Bureau did in fact provide a copy of this information with respect
to one of the 35 cases that showed that IV-A obtained a signed assignment of rights that was
dated prior to the case initiation date in OSCAR. The Bureau inquired if that particular
documentation would be accepted as a date on which the IV-A agency made a referral but did
not receive a response from the auditors as to whether this form would be accepted as
authoritative documentation that the Bureau had a valid referral for the particular case at the
time it opened the case.
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Finding 14:

Bureau for Child Support Enforcement
350 Capitol Street. Room 147
Charleston, Wost Virginia 25301-3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX: (304) 558-2445
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Inadequate Segregation of Controls

The Bureau for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) does not agree in total with
this finding. BCSE is required by the Code of Federal Regulations (4SCFR)
Section 302.32 to disburse certain categories of child support within two
business days. Problematic child support payments received at the State
Distribution Unit (SOU) were forwarded to the Central Office for resolution and
then back to the SOU for processing when resolved. This process increased the
amount of time required by the 4SCFR to allocate and disburse child support
receipts. Increased turnaround time creates the potential to impact BCSE's
federal performance standards and reduce federal funding. In order to reduce
this possibility, comply with the requirements of the 4SCFR and maximize
federal incentive funding, BCSE out stationed an employee at the SOU to assist
with problem resolution at the point of occurrence. All employees functions
that can be performed are controlled by the OSCAR role assigned . These roles
cannot be unilaterally changed as a supervisor' s approval and request to the
OSCAR support group is necessary. Each deposit made into the Manual
Processing Account by that employee was entered onto a spreadsheet at the
end of each day and was subsequently reviewed by a
supervisor and reconciled to the JPMorganChase account credit file as a control
against perpetration and concealment of errors or irregu larities. The out
stationed position was eliminated Aprill6, 2012 and the employee reassigned
to another unit. BCSE does not anticipate replacing this position.
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Bureau for C hild Support Enforcement
350 Cap itol Street. Room 147
Charleston, West Virginia 25301-3703
Telephone: (304) 558-0909 FAX : (304) 558-2445
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Special Handled Checks

Finding 15:

The BtJreav for Child Support Enforcement (BCSE) agrees that processing
payables by "special handling" should be avoided unless circumstances
justify such processing. In response to t hese findings;
•

Twenty Workers Compensation checks totaling $33,386.00·-·- These were time sensitive,
whereby we had to present a check to the vendor. Therefore we feel "special handling'' in
this instance is warranted.

•

Three Unemployment Compensation checks totaling $2,552.00----These were time sensitive,
whereby we had to present a check to the vendor. Therefore we feel " special handling" in
this instance is warranted.

•

Ten Payments to Contractors totaling $69,973.00---These payments were to Express
Services. Inc. (00001176350/0000379492.) In this instance the remit to address on the invoice
was different than the address on the commitment document. Therefore, to avoid a delay
in remitting payment to the vendor and risking a late fee, special handling was requested.
In this instance we feel "special handling'' w as warranted.

•

Thirty-one Association Dues or Professional Membership Fee checks totaling S7,750.00lnitially, when DHHR agreed to pay attorney's bar dues the process was for remitting
directly to the WV State Bar associat ion. This process necessitated certifying documentation
be attached to the remittance, thus requiring "special handling.'' Currently, DHHR requires
it's attorney's to pay their dues and request an expense reimbursement. This revised
process eliminated the need for special handlin8. However, w e feel the "special handring"
process w as initially warranted.

•

Eight Postal and Freight Checks totaling $28,500.00---Postage for standalone postage
meters must be loaded by the vendor. This vendor (Pittney Bowes) will not load postage
until the United States Post al Service (USPS) has been paid. Vendor further requires the
state warrant be made payable to the USPS but sent to them (vendor) so they may
personally tender it to the USPS. This process requires "special handling." Therefore we
feel "special handling" in this instance is warranted and unavoidable.

•

Eight Computer Equipment and Supply checks totaling $41,206---We attached identifying
informatio n so that the warrant would be posted correctly by the vendor. Therefore we
feel "special handling" in this instance was warranted.

•

One Book/Periodical Expenditure check in the amount of $2 ,804.00·-~We attached
identifying information so that the warrant woufd be posted correctly by the vendor. There
we feel "special handling" in this instance Is warranted.

